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SUMMARY
COMPUTATIONS=
The analysis of statically indeterminate structures by Southwellts
relaxation method is often excessively tedious. EL the present relort
methods me developed for the systematic design of group displacements
which expedite the liquidation of residuals in certain classes of problem,
and the application of these methods is illustrated by numerical exsmples.
It is shown that when the tables of functions are available the use of
the technique developed leads to a considerably large saving in co-
tation labor and extends the field of practical application of @@hwellfs
method. In order to facilitate the expansion of the tables of funct+ons,
the methods used in their computation are outlined in some detail.
INTRODUCTION
In ~ecent years there has been much interest
analysis originated by R. V. Southwell and termed
method.” This method is not a specific procedure
in the system of
by him the “rel=atlon
applic~ble to ofij”a
limlted class of problem but a general tec~fque -forat~ckL% mny c~~ses
of problem. Although it has been demonstrated that the method can be ‘Ised
to great advantage to analyze problems that =e highly intractable to
older =.ndmore conventional methods, the true limits to its field af
effectiveness are still unlmown, and new applications are constantly
being develo~ed. An important characteristic of the method is_@_:t unle=
special devices me employed, the mm-erical work involved in its use ts
likely to become impracticably tedious, Pm~ its limits of practical use
are correapontingly restricted. The obJective of the present paper is to
present a system of apply%v Southwell!s basic method in a.gzgner that
will often greatly reik~cethe amount of computation labor needed to obtain
the desired result and thus to extend its renge of effective us?. ~the “.
present paper Southwell~s relaxation method is termed the “residual-
liquidation method.” This work waa conducted qtStanford Universlty~der
the sponsorship smd with the financial assistance of the Xational Advisow
Comittee fou Aeronautics.
lComplete tabular data and application of this method Lo :?veral.
panel problems ara contained in an unpublished reyort, “Overbalancing
in Residual Liquidation Analyses” by Alfred S. “Niles,which is avai~-
able for reference or loan in the Division of Research Information,””
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautic, Washington, D. C.
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RESIDUA&LIQUIl)ATION METH(Il)
.-
Baslc Procedure
Before considering the present modifications it is edvisable to pre-
sent a brief outline of the lasic mthdl and to define a number of technical
terms according to the meanings with which they sre used throughout this
report. Before a structure can be analyzed ly residual liquidation, it is
necessary to construct an “operations table” or equivalent ‘operations dia-
gm?ls.” For this purpose the structure is divided intua nmiber of elements
connected at suitably chosen points, which msy be called ‘jointsn or “stations.”
Each joint is then assumed tw-be displaced with respect--tothe
remainder through a known distance, snd from the resulting strains the
internal forces that would be developed agaiqst the joints are computed.
One of’these forces will act at the displaced Joint, along the line of the
displacement, but in the opposite direction. This is called the ‘resistance”
at the displaced joint. The other forces acting against the joints are the
“cerry+ver forces” from the displaced joint to the ~oints at which they
a~t. The operations table gives the resistances and carry-overs associated
with the various #oint displacements that are likely to be of interesti. In
order to be complete it should also include the magnitudes of the displac~
ments involved. If the displacements are 1 unit of distance inns.gnitude
h
the resistances @ carry-overs are designated “unit.” If they ~e of such
magnitude that the resistances at the displaced $oints are equal in ma+y
nitude to a unitruf force, the displacements and caxry-over forces are
designated “basic.” Ih practice an operations table may be limited twunit
?
or basic values, but it is sometimes convenient to include both. The ratio
of a carry-over force to the associated resistance is a ‘carry-over factor.”
The resultant of the system composed ofthe resistance.and carry-over forces
associated with a single Joint displacement must be zero. An operations
diagram differs from ti operations table only in the m&er of presenting
the data.
After the operations table has ‘beenconstructed, & structure Is ready
for analysis by residual liquidation. The first stq is to assume the
presence at each joint-of imaginary rigid ‘constraints” capable of devel-
oping the reactions that may he needed to maintafn the Joint in equilib-
rlum. Then the lmown external loads am.dreactions ere assumed to be
.
imposed at the appropriate Jofits without causing any joint displacements.
.—
At this stage each .ofthese forces must be considered as an “unbalanced
force”; that is, it is not belenced by any forces in the actual structure
since that structure is still assumed to be without str”ain.
—
Its eleti”fits
kherefcme develop no resisting forces and the constraints must be relied
upon to maintain equilibrium. If, now, the ~oint at-which the largest *
unbalanced force acts should be displaced along the line of action of that
force, an inlmrna..forcewill be developed which will reduce that which
the constraints must-provide. From”the operations table one csn determine
the amount-of displacement required to reduce to zero the force that nms~ l
he provided by the constraint at the displaced joint. If that”displacement
ie assumal, the displaced Joint is said to be “balanced-.”
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fi general the balamcing of a j@nt does not eliminate the unbalanced
force that acted there prior to the balancing operation. A statically
equivalent grouy of forces is distributed among or cerried over to the
adjacent joints. The result of displacing ~oint is therefore lest
described as a “force transfer” or “force transformation.” When the force
carried over to a joint is equal and opposite to an unbalanced force already
acting at ,thatjoint, the two neutralize each other ud may properly be
considered to have %een ‘Mquidated.” ~ emy case the algebraic sum of the
preexisting unbalanced force at a joint and that carried over to it as a
result of Wlancing an ad~acent $oint will now be the unbalanced force at
that joint which must he held in equilibriunby the constraints. For
convenience it is called the “residual” at the ~oint in question.
Normally the individual forces carried over to adjacent $oints when a
joint is balanced are smaller than the resistance developed a-tthe balanced
joint. Theoretically it is possi%le, by successively %alancing the joint
subjected to the largest residual, to reduce the magnitude of that largest
residual until all of the original unhlanced forces havebeen so trag~
ferred that they have come into opposition with their equililrants and have
been liquidated. This condition would be indicated by the fact t-t the
residual at every ~oint equals zero. Actually, however, except in the
simplest structures, to reach that stage would require an infinite number
of steps. Tm practfce therefore the analysis is stopped when the residuals
have been reduced to negligible magnitudes. The reco@i of original unbal–
snced forces, assumed @int displacements, resulting resistances, cerry-
over forces, and residuals is a “liquidation table.”
If the liquidation of the residuals is carried out in the manner just
described, the nuniberof steps required is likely to be excessive. This
is due pr-ily to the fact that after a $oint has been belsmced it is
thrown out of lmlance by carry-over forces developed by the bslaucing of
the adjacent joints. &LS method of reducing the required m.niberof steps
is to employ “group displacements” in which several Joints are assumed to
be displaced simult=eously. If the group displacement is one in which
there is no relative ?mmement between the joints of the moving group it
is lumwn as a “block displacement.” The resistances end carry+xer forces
associated with eny”given group displacement can easily be determined by
applying the method of superposition to the data in the operations table
and can be included in that ta%le. The liquidation of residuals can often
be greatly expedited by the use of suitable group displacements.
‘I!heoryof Overbalancing
Another line of attack is to overbalance the joints. Tnstead of
assuming merely the displacement needed to balance a Soint u@er the
assumption that the adjacent joints are not displaced, a larger di~
placement is assumed. One result is that the unbalanced force or residual
at the joint is replaced by a residual.in the opposite direction. Then,
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when the adjacent ~oints ?xreassumed displaced, the cerry~ver fwces will
tend to liquidate that residual. If*he correct displacements were assumed,
each joint would need to be displaced only once In order to liquidate all
the unhalenced forces. “Thisideal is seldom attainable but it is often
possible to make such good estimates regarding the necessary displacements
that the liquidation will le greatly expedited.
.
9
When a single joint Is displaced the resulting force transfer affects
only the residuals at the displaced Joint and those adjacent to it. When
several joints are displaced simultaneously the changes in the residuals
due to the resulting force transfers may fall into any one of a nuuiberof
“transfer pattern5.” Thus a single force my be transferred to one or mare
joints at various distances &cm its original position, a single force may
be M.striluztedamong other joints in v=ious proportions, a group of forces
may all be transferred to a single Joint, and so forth. It Is possible to
construct an “overbalance table” or “overbalance diagram” showing the
relative displacements required and resistances developed at the joints
involved, in order to transfer forces in a given pattern. With tables for
the more useful patterns availableas guides, it is possille to overbalance
the joints so as to liquidate the residuals quite efficiently. h some
cases the original tialemced loads can be carried directly to the joints
where they came into opposition to their equflibrants. Usually, however,
it is necessary to carry through several cycles of residual liquidation,
though many fewer than if no advantage were taken of the possibilities -
of overbalancing.
An overbalance table for a given transfer pattern should include the
“original forces” supposed to exist prior to the transfer, the “final forces” #
which replace them, and the “resistsmces” which would be developed by each
d~splacement of the group if itiwere the only one to take place. b this
report; the term “the resistance” is consistently used for the resistance
that would be developed at a joint, parallel tuits displacement, tf its
assumed displacement were the only one to %e considered. The resultant
force perallel to the displacement of’a joint resulting f!roman assumed
simultaneous displacement of that and other joints is termed the “net force”
at that joint. The final force parallel to the displacement of a joint”is
the algebraic sum of the original force, if my, and the net force. The
tables construc%d for general use are called “characteristic overbalance
tables” and each is built up around the transfer of a “characteristic load.”
This may be a single original force which is to be replaced by one or more
final forces. It may also be a single final.force which is to replace a
group of original forces. It- even be the sum of a group of original.
forces that is to be replaced by another group”of final forces. It would
have been possible to construct the characteristic overbalance tables of
this report on the basis of a characteristic force of unity in every case,
but that would have leen inconvenient: It is preferable to use characte~
istic forces of magnitudes appro~iate to the in&ividuaJ.transfer patterns
and give the characteristic force in each overbalance talle. The chsractex
istlc load, resistances, and so forthf appearing h the..overbalancetable
for a given transfer pattern are the overbalance factors” for that pattern.
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Since it is only accidental.lythat it will be desired to transfer a
“specific load” exactly equal to the characteristic load of a characteristic
overbalemce tdble, the actual force to be transferred would be divided by
the characteristic force to o%tain the “adjust~nt ratio.” wtiplication
of the values in the characteristic overbalance table by the adjustment
ratio then produces the data for a ‘specific overbalance table~ or “transfer __
record” for the load under consideration. The reeistsnces shown in the
characteristic overbalance tables are called “characteristic resistances,=
and those in a specific overbalance table are “specific resistances.” At
times it is convenient to include the carry-over forces in an overbalance
talle or diagram. h this case, it is desirable to designate them either
characteristic or specific, according to the type of table or dkgram with
which they are connected.
Gverlalsnce tables and diagrams could be devised to flt structures
composed of elements of vsmied size, but each such structure would require
its own set of tables and they would be valid only for that structure and
others that might be geometrically similar. Such tables will be found In
the analysis of the structures in question. The only overbalance tables
of general application ere those desfgned for “uniform struct~esn com.sed
Of a IIUUiberOf identical elemente, and most of those discussed fn this
report are of this character. A representative structure of this type is
a flat sheet reinforced by equal-sized, uniformly spaced, longitudinal
. stringers and equal-sized= uniformly spaced, transverse ribs. Here the
basic element is the panel bounded %y adjacent ribs and stringers. The
natural locations for the joints at which the constraints are assumed to
act are the intersections of ribs and stiffeners and it is to be noted
* that these joints are naturally grouped into “sequences” along the indi–
tidual ribs and stringers. ti this example each.joint is a member of two
different sequences, and the sequencesmqy be divided into two families.
b general the ~oints of a uniform structure fall naturally into such
sequences, and the sequences qsy be ~ouped into one or more families.
With some structures all Joints -fall into a single sequence.
In general the joints of a sequence lie along a straight line. If
one joint is displaced along the line of a eequence of which it Is q
metier, the sum of the oarry+ver forces to the adjacent joints of the
sequence may or ~ not be equal and opposite to the resistance devel—
oped at the displaced joint. The ratio of this sum of the carry~ver
forces to the resistance is the “transfer factor” for
depends on the physical properties of the structure.
factor is other then unity, the difference represents
transferred from the sequence in question to parallel
Although uniform structures with all .Iointsin a
the seque~ce and
If the transfer
“leskage” or forces
sequences.
single sequence end
l with a tr&fer factor of unity are relati~ely uncommon. the.vexist in
.
.
sufficient number to @stify the construction of overbalance tables for
them. Such tables ere caster to devise than those for structures with
smaller transfer factors and It is advisable to discuss them in some
7 detail before taki~ up the more complex problem of structures with
trsnsfer factors less than unity.
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CONSTRUCTION OF OVERBAIXLNCETABLES
Transfer Factor k Equal to Unity
The methodused to construct a characteristic overbalance t-ablecan
be lest-explained by carrying out an illustrative example in detail. Let
the example be the &ansfer of a force I&cm an intermediate joint of a
sequence to the end joints, the latter being assume~ not displaced. Za
order to make the problem more specific, assume tlratthe sequence consists
of nine ~oints nunbered serially &cm O to 8 and that the force to be
transferred to joints O to 8 is boated at joint 5. This situation is
shown diagramatlcally in figure 1. b this case”it will be noted that
the original load system Is the single force of 8 units applied at–~oint s
smd the selected final.force system is composed of 3 units at Joint 9
smd 5 units at Joint 8. These values were chosen because it could easily
be determined from the principle of consistent deformations that, if the
structure were a uniform bar subjected ta an axial load at joint 5 and the
ends were fixed, thre~ighths of that load would be osrried to joint O
and fiv~ighths to Joint 8.
If any joint i is &lsplaced along the direction of the sequence, a
resistance Ri will be developed that will act-against the constraint=
at joint i, and if the transfer factor k is equal to 1, forces of
4i/2 will be imposed on the constraints at joints i -1 and i + 1.
Figure 2 shows figure 1 with added rows in which these resi.etancesand
carry-over forces are given. Since the final force at each joint is known,
the values of Ri can be found by solving the simultaneous equations
expressing the relation of each final.force to the original force, resist-
ance, and carry-over forces at the joint where it acts. Zn figure 2 the
resistances are shown in the R-row and the carryovers in the two C&rows,
one for forces carried over from .Ioint-i - 1 and the other for forces
oarried over from joint i + 1. “
At joint O, -.5 RI = 3, whence RI =
A&joint 1, 4.5 R2 + RI = 0, whence
At Jofnt 2, -0.5R1 +R2 - 0.5 R3 = O,
-6
R2 = 42
whence R3 = -18
Similarly the other values of Ri are found to be: Rk = -2h, R5 = -30,
R6 =+0, and R7 =-10.
In practice, resistances and carryovers can usually be found more
easily by a slightly different procedure. First enter the original and
final forces, and allot spaces on the diagram for the carry+ver forces
and resistances. It should be.obvious that the only source of a final
force at Joint O is the terry-ver from joint 1 and that that-carry-over
force must be minus on-half the resistance developed at joint-l. There-
fore enter 3 as one carry-over force at joint O end -6 as the resistance
o
m
B
.-
.
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at #oint 1. Sinoe the displacement of joint 1 that produces a carry-over
m force of 3 at joint O also develops a carry-er force of 3 at j’oint2,
the latter force should be entered in the other csrry+ver row at joint 2.
The find force at Joint 1 is to be zero. Since the original face
at that Joint is zero emd no force is carried over to Joint 1 from joint O
(since Joint O is assumed undisplaced), the carry-over from joint 2 to
joint lmust be equal and opposite to the resistance for joint 1. There-
fore enter 6 as carry-overs at Joints 1 and 3 and -12 as the resistance
for Joint 2. At this stage the carry-over force at Joint 2 due to dis–
placement of joint 3 has not been determined, but frcm the resistance and
the carrymer force tlmt has been found it is clear that if the original
and final forces at that ~oint sxe to be zero the unhewn carry-over must
be 9. Therefore 9 is entered as the two c~~vers from joint 3 and
–18 as the resistsmce for that joint. Similar computations based on
conditions at ~oints 3 and 4 justify entering 12 as the carryovers frcm
and +24 as the resistance for Joint 4 and 15 as the carryovers from and
–30as the resistance for joint 5.
When computing the required carry-over forces fram joint 6 from con-
ditions at joint 5 the original force of 8 must be considered. The
desired carry-over is therefore 30-12 -8 = 10 ad the resistance for
joint 6 is+20. On continuing by the ssme system, the resistance for
.
Joint 7 is-10 and the associated carry+ver forces are each 5. !I!his
carry-uver force is the only force deteloped at joint 8 and thus beccmes
the final force at that joint. Since it agees with the assumed final
4 force, the overbalance table is checked.
Tf desired, almst the same system of computation could have been
used, except that work would have proceeded from both end #oints to the
intemnediate loaded Joint. Then the resistemce for the originally
loaded joint would be computed frcmtwo sources, ad equality of the
independently ccquted results wo@d prove the correctness of the table.
Ih this example the overbalance table was constructed for a characte~
istic load of 8 units. !I!hiswas done primarily to avoid the use of
fractions.
E the spaces between the joints of a sequence are designated “panels”
or “bays,” the overbalance diagram of figure 3 is that for a special case
of the general femily of transfer patterns in which a characteristic bad
of m + n pounds imposed at joint n of a sequence of m + n bays is
trsnsferzmd to the end joints O - m + n. b this case n = 5 and
m= 3. Sermrate overbalance tables or diamams could be constructed for
each-likel~ combination of values for m &d n. When the transfer
factor is unity, however, it is preferable to develop formlas for the
. resistances and construct, for the purpose of this report, a single
illustrative example. Assume, for example, that a characteristic load
acting at Joint. n of a sequence of m + n bays is to be transferred
to the stationary end joints O emd n + m. ‘I!hemost convenient value
a for CL will be m + n. The final force at joint O will be m and
that at joint m + n will be n. For joints between O and n the
CL
8resistance will
Between joints
.
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be Ri,= ~i.m, where i is the number o&the Joint.
n and m + n the resistances can be obtained from the
relation- Ri = +2(m + n – i)n. The sams result can be obtained more con-
veniently by interchanging m sad n and counting i from joint m + n.
The fact that the resistances of figure 3 could have been obtained from
these relations can be easily checked.
When the original load is @osed at the center $oint of a sequence,
m=n. GM#IsM’ the original load will be cszn?iedto each end joint, enl
the required resistemces Ri will each be equal to -i, where i is the
number of bays from the joint in question to the nearest end Joint. Ths
value of CL for this transfer pattern would be 1.
The basio methods used in the preceding discussion for deteminlng
resistances for trsmsferring a single load to the fixed ends of a sequence
of joints ere equally applicable to other t~es of force transfer when
the transfer factor is unity. 1% is not necesssry to discuss each type
of transfer pattern in detail, but appendix A includes discussions of
sample overbalance tables and associated formlas for the resistances for
a nuniberof transfer patterns. It is believed &t this materi~ is
given in such form that the diagram or table required for other values
of m and n can be constructed without difficulty.
‘l&ansferFactor k not Equal to Unity
When the transfer factor k has a value other than unity the deter-
mination of reqyired resistances becomes somewhat more complex, though
its essential nature remains unchsmged. ti general ”thefirst step is to
set up an overbalance diagram similar to figure 2. Figure 4 is such a
diagram for the transfer of a concentrated force frcnnthe center to the
end joints of a span of eight hays, the end joints being assumed fixed.
The important differences between figures 2 and 4 are:
3.. tistead of listing numerical values for both the original and
the final forces, only the final forces are given numerical values. The
original force is indicated by the abbreviation CL for characteristic
load. The fact that the final forces at the end ~oints would be equal
follows the symmetry of the transfer pattern. The numerical value of
unity for each of those forces was chosen arbitrarily on the basis of
convenience.
*
2. The various cemry-over forces are listed as minus k/2 times
the resistances R of the adjacent ~oints, instead of as minus one4mlf
those resi.stances. Obviously ~= ~ when k= 1.
By using the df~am of figure 4 as a guide, the resistances ass-
ciated with the transfer pattezm under consideration can b
the same
~ dete~ed in
manner as those shown in figure 3. H k = 0.9, - = 2.22222.k
At joint O the carry-over force from joint 1, -0.51iR1,must be equal
.
*
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to 1.00300, whence RI = -2.22222. Then at joint 1, since the ori~
inal force, final force, and carry-over from joint O are all zero,
l
-0.~~ +Rl= O. On using the mlue just computed for RI, R2 must
_be+2!.22222X 2.22222 =4.93826. All the forces actingat joint2 ‘- “-
except R3 have naw%een determined, so the latter must be
R3 = 2.22222 (4.93826+ l.ooboo) =-8.75168
The resistances for all joints up to and including that at which the
original load is applied can be determined in the seinemanner. The work
is facilitated by arranging the computations as shown in talle 1, where
the method of computation is indicated in the column headings. The fir,st
five columns of tlds table apply to the computation of the desired resis~
antes. At joint 4, the value of C02 is that which would be applicable
if the original load were applied at a joint ferther along the sequence.
If, however, joint 4 is at the center of the sequence and is the point of
application of the original force, from the symmetry of the loaMng the
actual value of the carry+ver force from joint 5 would be the same as that
from joint 3, or 3.93826. The net force developed at joint 4 would then
be–14.50990 + 2 x 3.93826 =-6.63338. ~ other words the displacements
which would produce the resistemces given in column (3) would liquidate
6.63338 pounds at joint 4, of which 2.0~00 pounds wouldbe equally divided
between ‘&e end joints, and the remainder would be transferred @ joints
.
outside the sequence. The characteristic load for this we of transfer
pattern for a sequence of eight bays emd a tremsfer factor k = 0.90 is
therefore 6.63338. This value could elso have been o%tained ’by@titzzacting
the value 3.93826 of column (4) from the value 1O.57I-64of column (5).
l
If the sequence had been only six bays in length end the original
force had been ap@ied at joint 3, that force would necessarily have been
4.30724 pounds, as canbe determined frmn a parallel computation. Similarly
obtained values for the original force or characteristic load for sequences
of two and four panels sre also given in column (6).
It can easily be seen that tible 1 can be extended to give the values
for the resistances and characteristic loads for any desired even nuuiber
of bays, and the values obtained in this manner for several values of
transfer factor k are given in table ~1.~ For ~ ~ec~fic n~er of
bays n, it wouldbe possible to ditide the pertinent values of resistsmces
from columa (3) by the characteristic load from the ~–row of CO1- (6).
2Tahles =1
with an asterisk
l
report, which IS
.
to W referred to in the present paper are designated
to indicate that they are contained in the complete
available for reference or loan at the NACA.
—
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The resistances obtained in this manner would apply to the liquidation
of a unity load applied at the center joint. Zf that were dcme, however,
it would bs necessary to make a seperate table of resistances for each
value of n/2. Zt is preferable to have a.singb set of resistances emd
modify the characteristicload in accordance with the length of fib
sequence.
When computing rasfstances for the same transfer pattern as that of
table 1, but with the transfer factor of unity, it-was possible to use
the conditions at the center ~oint to check the computations, since the
original force at that joint was already ticwn. When the trsnsfer factor
is not unity those conditions are nseded to compute the value of the
original force that corresponds to the resistances obtained. It i.sto
be noted that this ori@nal force is considerably larger than the sum of
the unit final forces at the end Jofnts. I&cm table 1 it can be seen
that thfs difference Increases rapidly with an increasa in the sequence
length. Tt also Increases with the difference between the transfer
factor and unity. This “leakage’!of force from a sequence to adjoining
sequences is one of the chief reasons why the liquidation of residuals
may require numerous cycles for its accomplishment
It is to be noted that the title of table 1 is not a complete
description of the transfer pattern to which it applies. It mentions
only those original anclfinal forces which are parallel to the assumed
displacements and which also act at ~oints of the sequence under consid–
eratlon. When the tramfer factor is not unity there will also be
final forces parallel to the assumed displacements at Joints that ere
not in the sequence under consideration, that is, leakage. With.any
value of transfer factor there may also be csrry-over and final forces
normal to the assumed displacements. Although such leakage and normal
forces actually constitute part ofithe transfer pattern, it is con’ve~
ient to omit mention of them in order to obtain a conc~se designation.
The practice of limiting the designation of a transfer pattern to the
changes in those forces on the Joints of the se~uence under cotiidera-
tion which act parallel to the assmd displacements is followed throu@-
out this report.
Essentially the same method of attack as that described in the pr+
ceding dlsoussion can be used to obtain such overbalance factors as
resistances sad characteristic loads for other types of transfer pattern
likely to be of interest. The overbalance factors computed for transfer
factors other than unity are given in tables E-4 to =.* The msthods
of computation ussd are outllntidin appendix B. The types of transfer
pattern covered by the tables include the following:
1. T&ansfer of shgle force from center to fixed.end joints
“
l
.
b
l
2. Transfer of single force frcm any intermediate Joint to fixed
end ~oints
.
3. Transfer of ein& force to a Eingle fixed end jo~
NACA TN*
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UniforIRdistrilmtion of a siz@e load applied at
sequence, the other end joint assumed fixed
!l%ansferof uniformly distributed loading to end
out net leskage or chemge in sequence length
l-l
one end of a
joints wlth-
T&nsfer of uniformly distributed loading to fixed end Joints
Uniform distribution of single force applied at my Joint with–
out net leakage
Unifomn distribution of single load applied at one end of a
sequence, that end or sane intermediate joint assumed fixed
Mutua2 liquidation of eqpal but opposite uniformly vexying
loadings
h appendix B rules are also given for hemdling some other @pes of
force tramfer and the development of.these rules is outlimd.
This materisl does not cover as ~ea.t a range of possible trensfer
patterns as are included in the rules for a transfer factor of unity but
includes those most likely to be of practical importance. Ih most of
the patterns considered, one or two of the joints is as~d to be f~ed,
.
that is, to have no displacement. Whenever this assumption is made there
will be such leakage that the algebraic sum of the final forces till not
equal that of the original forces. H, however, either the original or
* the final loading is unifomly distributed and all of the joints are
assumed displaced, it is possible to proportion the displacements so
that the algebraic sum of the leakage forces wK!. be zero. ‘lb patterns
in which this is accomplished ere those described as being without net
leskage. ti the numerical exsnples it is shown that these transfer
patterns are often of great vslue in computing.
KPPIZCATION OF OVERBALANCE FACTCRS TO THRE&BAY FIAT PANEL
l
‘I!he.practiceldetails of the use of overbalance factors and the
de~ee to which they erpedlte residual-liquidation ccmrputationscan be
best illustrated by numerical examples. Ih order to have these e-pies
serve the latter function, several of them apply to structures for which
residual-liquidation analyses have been published. Same of them, in
fact, are alternative computations for ths structures analysed by Dr. Eoff
and his associates in references 1 and 2. The use of the structures analysed
in these reports has the additional advantage that it ties the computation of
Influence coefficients for the present report unnecessary, emd considerable
l
use csn be made of the operations tables contained tLerein.
The first example to be considered will be the structure investi-
gated on pages 17 to 22 of reference 1. TMs was a flat panel reinPorc6d
a by four stringers and four transverse ribs. The lower end of each
stringer was subjected to a downwaxd load of 60.o pounds and the panel
was supported by am upward force of 120.0 pounds at each upper corner.
A schematic drawing of one-half of the panel and its loading is shown in
figure 5, which is a copy of figure 22 of reference 1. Because of sym-
mstry only one+hdf of the panel need be investigatal, and forces acting
normal to the stringers may be neglected.
Tk first steps in analyzing this panel by overbalancing are the
same as those employed %y Hoff. First; itts necessexy to campu~
the influence coefficients frmu the gecmetry of the structure and to use
those coefficients to construct an operations table Mke that on page 18
of reference 1. With only eight ~oints and one direction of displacement
per joint to be considered, it 1s convenient to record the operations
data in the tabular form. An alternative is to use diagrams like
figures 6 and 7. b figure 6 each square represents a joint. The
square in the middle of the leftAend column represents the Joint which
is assumed to be displaced 1 unit in ths positive direction as Is indi–
cated by the notation v = 1.00 entered in the square. Since unit dis-
placement of an intermediate ~oint of stringer W develops a resi.st-
e.nceof -101.6 pounds at that joint, the value -1.01.6is also entered in
that square. me same displacement of an intermediate Joint develope
carry-over forces of 46.8 pounds at each of the ad~acent Joints b the
same stringer, so 46.8 is entered in the squares above and below that
first mentioned. The sqqares in the right-hand column represent joints
in the stringer to the right of that in which the displacement is assume~
Since carry~ver forces of 2.0 pounds would be developed at the $oints
just above and below and 4.0 pounds at the joint on the same level as the
one displaced, those vzdues are entered in the apprqyiate squares. If,
howsver, the displaced joint is one at the end of the sequence, the
resistances and carry-over forces are modified. Thus if the squere in
the middle of the left-bnd column should represent joint A at the upper
end of the stringer, unit displacement would develop a resistance of only
~0.8 pounds, smd the carry-over to the opposite joint of the adjacent
stringer would be only 2.0 instead of 4.0 pounds. !Iherewould be no
carry-overs to #oints represented by the two upper squares, while those
to the lower joints would be unchanged. ‘lheforces resulting fra the
unit displacement of an end $oint are listed on the diagmqn in paren-
theses. Although these values are entered in locaticms that imply the
joint displaced was at the upper end of the sequence, there shouldbe no
difficulty in using them in connection with an assumed movement of a
lower end Joint.
.
l
For figure 6, k = 0.921. Here k is the transfer factor and is
mmerically equal to 2x 46.8/101.6 or 46.8/50.8. It is the measure
of the amount of resistance developed at the displaced joint that is
carried over to other joints of the sequence. h figure 6 a unit block
displqcment of the stringer would develop a resistance of -8.0 pounds
at each intermediate joint.
e
k such a movement the resistance developed
at each snd joint would be just on&half as great, or ~.O pounis. Since
the resistance developed at an end Joint by a block displacement Is
alway~ one- that developed at an Intermediate joint in a uniform
structure, it is not necessary to give the resistsmces developed at both
J
kinds of Joint.
.
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The values given in figure 6 do not apply to stringer BFKO becausg
of the larger effective exea of the member. The appropriate vd.ues are
. shown In figure 7. h this diagram the ~oints of the stringer in which
the displacement is assumed are represented by the ri@r&band column of
squares. That is convenient in connection with the problem under study.
It may be noted that almost all values appearing in figures 6 and 7 exe
taken from the operations table of page 17 of reference 1. The only
exceptions are the values of the transfer factors k, which were ccmquted
from the other listed values.
After the operations table or di~ams have been set up, the ?mown
external forces should be entered in the liquidation table, as has been
done in row 1 of table 2. F&cm this table it is obvious that the net
unbalanced force on stringer AKIN is 60.o pounds and that on BFKO is
40.0 pounds. The panel as a whole may be considered to be “in general
balence,” though neither of the Individual stringers is in that condition.
h a problan of this type it is desirable as a general rule to get each
stringer into general balance as soon as possible and to restore it to
that condition as soon as possible after It ~ be unbalanced by assumed
displacements. I&cm the operatims diagrams it cam be seen that since a
unit block displacement of a stringer will develop a resistance of -8.0
pounds at each intermediate joint amd the stringer length is three bays,
the total resistance developed would be –3 x 8 = +24.0 pounds. A block
.
displacement of 60~~k = 2.500 units will develop resistances that will
eliminate the un%lance of stringer AEiTN and carry+ver forces that
would elhinate the general unbalance of the other stringer. The magni-
tude of this assumed displacement and the resulting resistemces and carry-
. over forces are listed in row 2 of the liquidation table and the resulting
residuals, in row 3.
Each stringer is now in general balance, but each individual joint
is subjected to a larger residual than is considered desira%le. Since
the arithmetic sum of the residuals in the lef~ stringer Is the
larger, that member is attacked first. The residuals may be treated as a
combination of a uniformly distributed load of ~0 pounds, a single load
of ~0 pounds at $oint N, antia single load of 120 pounds at joint A.
The first of these is alreedy uniformly distributed, and the other two
may be uniformly distributed without net leekage with the aid of the Ovek
balance factors listed in table >7.* For this purpose it is desirable to
“design a group displacement” in the manner illustrated-by table 3. IiIthe
first column each joint of the sequence is entered as many times as there
are joint loads to be distributed. Ih the second column are entered the
original joint loads, one in each section of the table, in the row for the
joints at which they act. The ctiacteristic loads of the third column
are taken from table B-7.* h this case, since both joints at which
there are original loads are at the ends of the sequence, the two char*ter-
istic loads ere of the same size. The numerical values ere taken frcm
the section of table B-7* which applies to the distribution of a single
force hnposed at ~oint O of a sequence of three bays. Obviously either
joint A or ~oint limaybe consideredas joint O. The figures usedare
14 .
from the column for k . 0.92, that
the actual value of.O.921 for which
value OP k being
values are given.
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the closest to
I&would be
possible, lmt hardly desiralle, to interpolate, particularly when the
nwiber of bays in the sequence-is so small. It is better to use the
given values end go through another step of liquidation if necessary.
The adjustment-ratios of column (4) are found by dividing the original
forces of column (2) by the correspon~ c~ctiristic loads of colunm (3),
due accountibeing taken of signs. The characteristic resistances of
column (5)are the resistances listed in the same portion of table B-7* as
that from which the characteristic loa~s were obtained. 1% the first parti
of the table the joints are assumed nunbered from A to N agd in the second
part, from N to A. The adjustment ratio for each part of the table i.s
-.
multiplied by the corresponding values of the characteristic resistance to
find the specific resistance that shouldbe developed at each joint to
obtain uniform distribution of the original force i~yolved. The results
are shown In columns (6) to (9),a separate column being provided for each
Join& The total resis~ces tobe developed at%he joints are foundby
adding the values in columns (6) to (9),and they are entered in the R-row.
The values of R/v in the next row are taken from the operations diagram,
and then the mimerical values for the required.joint displacements can he
easily computed and entered in the v-row.
Once the group displacement has been designed in this manner, return
to the liquidation table and enter in the displacanent column the individual
displacements j--t found, one to a row. Then the values for resistances
and carry-over forces given in the operations di~am or in the operations
table are multiplied%y the respective displacements to fill out rows 4 to7
.
of table 2. In this step some time may be saved ly entering the total
resistances to be developed at each join~ as computad in table 3, directly
in table 2. There is no particular point in dividing each of these values
by the appropriate resistance per unit-displacement, losing the slide-rule
setting, and then multiplying the result by the previous divisor to get
a slightly different result.
.-
-.
Adding the forces given in rows 3 to 7 of table 2 gives the residuals
show in row 8. Those for joints A, E, J, and N are negligible; this shows
that the group displacement designed in table 3 is effective in liquidating
the forces on that group of joints. Because of leakage, the residuals on
stringer BFKO no longer presentithe simple pattern of a uniformly dis-
tributed load plus a single load at-Joint O. Each joint load, however,
may be treated in the same manner as the single loads at Joints A and N were
treated in table 3. ‘Table4 records the computations for the design of a
group displacement to liquidate these joint loads. It was constructed in *
the same manner as table 3, except that the characteri&ic loads and resis%
antes for the distribution of original forces at joints F and K are taken l
from the section of table B-7* pertaining to the distrilnztionof a single
force applied at joint 1, instead of Joint O, of a thre-bay sequence. The
factors used are for k = 0.92, as in table 3, although the actual value
of k for stringer BFKO is about”O.g28. 8
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The displacements camputed in table 4 and the associated resistances
snd.carry+ver forces sre entered in rows 9 to 12 of table 2, and the
l
corresponding residuals are shown in row 13. The l.iquidatlonof the
residuals on stringer BFKO after this third displacement is not as
complete as that of the forces on AIKIN after the second. ThiS iS ~ob-
ably due primarily to the greater difference between the actual transfer
factor for the stringer and that assumed in desi@ng the group dis-
placement. Even so these residuals sre quite small. The residud.s on
AEJN after the third displacaaent =e of appreciable size, uwing to
forces carried over from BFKO in that displacement. lY west preci-
sion of results were not required,,the enalysis might be terminated at
this point, but in the example a fourth displacement was designed to
obtain more complete liqyidaticn. The computations for the design of
the group displacement are recorded in table 5 end the results ere used
to obtain the values shown in rows 14 to 18 of the liquidation table.
At tha end of this fourth cycle the maximum residual iS @ 0.7 pOIUld
end might well.be neglected. Of course it wouldbe possible to design
another group displacement to eliminate the residuals of row 18, but it
would probably be better to add up the displacements of each joint and
construct a check table like that of reference 1. lY the check table
resulted in residuals of larger size than is considered desirable, they
could be liquidated by ad.ditimal group displacements designed in the
same manner as those of tables 4 and 5.
h carrying out the computations outlined, there exe several chences
to make independent checks of the work. Tn table 2 tie algebraic sum of
the forces given in each row sh=dd be zero. lh the same table after
# each group displacement designed to effect a force transfer without
leakage, the algebraic sum of the residuals for,the Joints in each
sequence should be zero. b the tables in which the group displacements
are designed, the algebraic sum of the forces in COlmS (6) to (9)
associated with each original force of column (2) should be equal to
zero, and the algebraic sum of the total resistsmces of those columns
should be zero. Tn the same tables the values for the characteristic
resistances in column (5) should be symmetrical about the middle of the
column. These criterions can be used if desired to make minor adjust-
ments in the computations.
The total Joint displacements of table 2 ere not the same as those
recorded by Hoff %ecause the point of implied zero displacement was
different. Table 6 gives the total displacements of table 2, the
corresponding displace~nts as found by Hoff, and those of table 2
minus the value for ~. Since Hoff assumed that vy . 0, it is the
last mentioned set of displacements which should be compared tith
those of ta%le 2. It is obvious that the ~eement is very good.
The lsrgest discrepancies are at joints N end O where Hoff’s
-
residuals were largest. Since a displacement of 0.04 unit of joint N
or O would develop a resistance of only a%out 53 x 0.04 = 2.o6 pounds,
the differences between Hoff’s values and those of this report are
k not important. It is believed that the displacements of the
present report me the more accurate-since forces were computed to the
neerest one-tenth of a pound instead of to the neez’estpound, smd the
final residuals happen to be smaller.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In attacking a problem by the method of residual liquidation, it is
necessary to keep in mind that the result of any displacement of either
a single joint or a group of joints is to transfer residuals from one
set of locations to another and that the residuals after the displace-
ments must be statically equivalent to those preceding the displacements.
Therefore it is desirable to arrange the problem in fich a manmr that
the summations of forces and moments are zero at the start and to make
occasional ohecks to make sure that those relations still hold. Scme-
times, because of the lack of knowledge regsrding the reactions, this
will not be possible, but such a condition can easily be taken care of
by substituting the proper bonstants for the zeros of the usual equations
sad always taking the summation of moments about the same axis.
In practical work errors due to the use of a limited number of sig-
nificant figures are almost certain to be introduced into the computation%
There is also the possibility of making mistakes producing relatively
lerge errors. As soon as the residuals have been cut down to small magni–
tudes it is normally desirable to add the displacements that have been
assumed end u~e the results as a single group displacement in a new
liquidation or check table. The residuels of this check table are more
reliable than those of the original liquidation table, and if they are of
such size that-additional-liquidationis desirable, it is the former
that should be used in tie computations. k general it is probably
desirable to construct such a check table Just before making the step
that is hoped to be the final step of liquidation. Then, if that step
result=-in negligible residuals alter small displacements qre added to
thosg of the first check, it would not be necesss&y to construct another
check table for the total displacements. If, however, several steps of
liquidation are required after the construction of the first check table,
a second check table based on the final displacements would be in order.
None of the structures investigated in connection with this report
included a very large number of Joints. !l’hereforeIt was convenient to
enter each joint or stringer displacement and the associated resistances,
carry-over and leakage forces in a separate row of the liquidation table.
With more extensive structures that would not be true. Then it would be
more convenient if the forces developed in awh step were entered on a
separate “transfer record,” which would have columns for only those joints
at which such forces would appear. In MSXIYcases that would be only a
fraction of the total.. !t!healgebraic sum of the forces developed at each
join_&would then be entered in a single row of the main liquidation table,
which would thus be greatly condensed.
.
.
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It would be desirable to make a more ccmplete study of the effect
of using en approximate rather than the precise value of the trsm.sfer
l
factor k. Such study of this problem as was included in this investiga-
tion indicated that the importance of using a precise value for k
increased rather rapidly with the nuniberof joints in the sequence. Also,
as the nuniberof joints increases the Wdividuel resistances increase
rapidly in size. This effect is at least partly neutralized, however, by
the fact that the characteristic loads similarly increase with the number
of joints per sequence. If both sets of figures were to increase at the
same rate, the effects would tend to neutralize each other. A Sillli&
problem is the effect of deviation of the transfer factor k from unity.
Xn general it is found that the greater the difference between k end
unity the larger will be both the resistances end the characteristic
losds.
. The ohief factor which tends to prolong the process of Mquidation
in practical problems is “leakage.” It appeers relatively simple to put
each stringer in general belsnce or to transfer part of a load from one
part of a sequence to another, but much of that load will be transferred
to adjacent stringers snd rea~ear when those adjacent stringers are con-
sidered. It would be desirable to investigate the possibiMties of
obtaining overbalance factors for “two-dimensional sequences” or “matrices”
of joints. Such en investigation might prove to be a useful.extension of
the investigation.
Although the use of overbalance factors does not eliminate all the
problems connected with the residual-liquidaticm method originated by
. Southwell, the material in this report demonstrates that it is a useful
adjunct to that rmthod and facilitates the solution of certain types of
problem, particularly some of those associated with panel analysis.
Guggenheim AercrnauticLaborato~
Stanford University
Stanford University, Cslif., ~ch 17, 1945
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.
APPENDIX A
.
OYER3ALANCE I’AC?IWSFOR A TRANHFIR FACTQR OF UN2TY
The rules for computing the overbalance factors associated with a
transfer factor of unity we expressed by means of sample overbalance
tables (tables 7 to 25) and formulas. b eaoh sample””tablethe following
quantities are given for each #oint of the sequence (exoept that for some
s,ymmetrtcalloactlngsonly a p=t of the sequehce is covered): original
force OF, resistance R, carry~ver force from preceding Joint CO1,
carry+ver force from following $oint C02, and final force FF. The
numbers of the Joints assumed not-to move are indfcated by the letter F
in the joint column. The t~e of transfer pattern is descrfbed in the
table caption end can easily be verifledby inspection of the Joim~
OF-> and Fl%columns. Accompanying each sample Wble is a bmacketed hea&
note-for assistance in constructing a table for the same t~e of transfer
pattern but a different number of Joints, M general, these head.notes
give the followfng information. First are given the number of bays between
Joints in the whole sequence for which the semple table was constructed,
or the number of bays in each of its major segments. This is followed by
the general rule for computing the characteristic load for a transfer of-
the type under consideration. The third ftem gives the shape of the
curve, termed the “displacement curve,” that would result from plotting
the displacements required tmdevelop the given resistances against joint
positions. Finally general formulas for the resistances are given.
.
At the end joint of a sequence the ratio of resistance to displacement
iH only one-half that at an intermediate joint. Therefore a ourve of
Joint resistances plotted against Joint locations muldnot have the same
shape as the corresponding displacement ourve, except-for transfer patterns
for which the end joints are not displaced. The shape of a curve of
resistances, can, however, he easily determined from the corresponding
displacement cmrve by halvbg the end ordinates of the latter. Often it
is more convenient to detezmtne the desired resistances from the shape of
the ~ertinent dlsplacemmnt curve; with the end ordinates halved, than to
use the formlas. In any case tiowledge of the proper shape of the dis-
placement ourve is of value for checking the resistances.
Ih many of the transfer patterns considered, either the original or
the final load is considered to be uniformly distributed. k each of these
cases It is to be assumed that-the loads of the end portfons are only on-
half the size they would otherwise be. In other words the loads are
unfformly distributed between bays or panels rather than between ~oints.
Although only one sample overbalance table is given for each transfer
pattern, It should be easy to construct-”sfmilartables for other sequence
lengths. In fact when the transfer factor is unity it is a simple mattar
to construct an overbalance table for any desired transfer pattern, once
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the values of the original snd final forces and the location of the fixed
joint are known. The method to be used is explained in connection with
the construction of table 3. When only one joint of a sequence is assumed
fixed smd the transfer factor is unity, an overbalemce table can be con-
structed for smy transfer pattern in which the sum of the final forces
is equal to the sum of the original forces. When, however, two joints of
the sequence are assumed fixed, the sum of the moments of the final forces
about my ~oint must also equal the sum of the moments of the original
forces about that ~oint. h making this computation, the forces should
be assumed to act at an angle other than zero to the direction of the
sequence.
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APPENDIX B
.
ME’I!HODSFOR COMPUMNG OVERBALANCE FACTORS FOR
TRANSFER FACTOR MYI’WI’I’Y
In the text the method of computing resistances aud characteristic
loads when the transfer factor is other than unity is described for one
case, that of the transfer of a sin@e force from the center Joint of a
sequence to fixed end #oints. The same basic method is used for other
types of transfer pattern, but each has its special features that must
be taken into account. It is therefore desirable to outline the proce-
dures used for obtaining the other values given i.ntables II-=1to B-9.*
A good understanding of these procedures will assist in the sound use of
the overbalancing procedure and in the computation of additional over-
balance factors if that should seem desirable.
Transfer of Single Force from Any Intermediate Joint
to Two Fixed Md Joints
When a single force is to be transferred to two fixed end joints
from a Joint that i.snot at the center of the sequence, the procedure for
computing resistances and the characteristic load differs in same details
frcm that for the symmetrical case. One difficulty is that not only are
the ratios ofithe original force to the final forces at the end Joints
unhewn, but the ratio of one final force to the other is also unknown.
They sre inversely proportional to the distances from the location of the
original force to the end Joints only when the tmsmsfer factor is unity.
The procedure for handli~the cape of a single force imposed at Joint n
of a sequence of m + n bays is as follows. Assume the final force at
Joint O to be 1.00000. The desired resistances for ~oints O to n can
then be taken from table &l.* Thus if n = 4,m= 3, and k= 0.90,
R4 = -14.50990. If the final force at Joint ‘l’were also 1.00000 the
resistance for joint 4, 3 bays from joint 7, would be orily-8.75168.
These values can also be checked from table 1. Since there is but one
displacement of joint 4* that joint can have only one resistance. Hence
both final forces camnot be 1.00000. Suppose, however~_the finql force
at Joint 7 were assumed to be @ = 14.50990
8.75168=
1.65796,and the resistances
for joints 7, 6, 5, and 4 were c~pu~d as 1.65796thes the values given in
table 1 for joints O, 1, 2,.and 3. Then these resistances ccmbined with
those already selected for joints O, 14 2, 3, and 4 Would define a
Y
Oup
displacenwnt which would transfer an original force (as yet unknown
from Joint 4 to the ends of the sequence. The magnitude of this original
force can be ccmputed from the relation
.
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ckt~+co~+fico~=o (1)
8
which represents the conditions for equilibrium at Joint n. ~ this case,
by using numerical values fkom table 1
lCL - 14.50990+ 3.93826+ 1.65796X 2.22222= O
whence
m = 6.86507
Values of ~ and CL and also of CL/~ for various oonibinations
of m and n and several values of k are given in table %2. * They
were computed from the tables similsr to table 1 from which the values of
table B-1* were copied. If it were desfied to check a value of CZ from
the data in table B-1* it could be done from the relation
CL+ Fn-0.5k F_l - o.5k # F&l = O (2)
which is simply another form for equatian (1).
.
to
at
Transfer of Force from I&ee to Fixed EM of Sequence
At times it is desirable to transfer a force from one end of a sequence
the other end, only the latter being assumed fixed. If the final force
the fixed end joint is assumed to be unity, the associated characteristic
load and.resistances can be easily obtained from table =1. * ~ developing
that table, it was assumed that the force CL was to be transformed into
two unit loads, each at one end of the sequence. H the value of CL of
table B-1* is halved end only on~ of the sequence is considered, the
resistances of that table will be applicable to the new transfer pattern,
provided that the resistance listed for the ~oint at which the original
force is applied is also halved. The procedure is analogous to treating
a cantilever as onehalf of a symmetrically loed.ed,simply supported beam.
Thus if the fixed end of the sequence is Joint O and the original force
is applied at joint 4, that part of figure 4 which pertains to joints O,
1, 2, and 3 will be applicable. At joint 4, the value of C02 would be
zero since the sequence is assumed to stop at that Joint. At joint 3 the
value of C02 would be -l&4 instead of ~/2 since joint 3 is the
cmly one of the sequence to which a force wouldle carried over from
joint 4. This change in conditicms at Joint 3 results in a value for ~
only one~ aa Wge as before, since the numrical velue of C02 for
Jotit 3 would not be changed. Then at Joint 4. since the numrical value
of q- has been helved a% that of CO= has ~ecome
value of the characteristic load that csm %e held in
also be halved.
8
zero, the numerical
equilibrium will
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Transfer of Force from Intermediate Joint to Single Fixed End Joint
If only one joint of a sequence is fixed and a force is to be trsm-
l
ferred to that joint from a Joint other than one at%he end of the sequence,
the determination of required resistances becomes more complex. Between
the fixed joint and that of original load application the resistances can
be found f%om table B-1* in the same manner as If the latter were at an
end of the sequence. The resistance for the joint of original load appli-
cation may also be taken directly from the sams table. Division by 2 iS
unnecessary since displacement of that Joint produces carry-over forces
at two ad~acent Joints of the sequence. If the trexmfer factor were unity
the resistance at each Joint of the unloaded sector %etween the free end
ahd the joint of load application would be the same as that at the latter
Joint, except that atithe end ~oint the figure so determined wouldbe
halved. When, however, the transfer factor is not unity, allowance must
be made for the effect of’leakage.
Figure 8 is en overbalance diagram for the portion ofia sequence .
between the free end and the #oint of’load application for the t~e of?
transfer under consideration. ~ this diagram it 2s assumed that-the load
is applied at-Joint 4 end Is to be carried to a joint to the right of those
shown. The actual value of R4 csn Ye determined by the nuder of begs
f%om that ~otit to the fixed joint. At each of’the ~olnts from O to 3 the
algebraic sum of Ml, C02, and R must be zero, and there sre four unlmown -
resistances. Since there are four equations with four’unknowns, the equa-
tions can he solved simultaneously. The msgnitude of the resistance for
the joint at--whichthe load Is applied, however, depends on the nuniberof
bays from that flointto the fixed ~oint, and is independent of the nuniber
.
of bays in the unloaded sequence. Thus even though the nuniberof Joints
of the unloaded secto~between the loaded $oint=and the free end remained
the same, it would be necessary to compute a sepsmate set of factors for
each nmiber of hays between the loaded 3oint and the fixed end. It is more
convenient to obtain a single set of values for each possible length of-
unloaded sector and to modify them according to the Iength of the lo&ded
sector. This can be done as follows. “
Assume the resistance for the free end $oint Is -1.00000. Then the
resistances for the other #oints can be computed serially in the same manner
as those of table 1, as illustrated by table 26, which is developed for
k = 0.90. Comparison of column (4) of table 26 and column (6) of table 1,
in which we listed characteristic loads for the transfe~of a centraZ1.y
applied force to fixed end joints, till show that for..anygiven joint number
the numerical.values ere the sane, though of opposite sign. An attempt to
prove that this should always be true failed, hut another investigation
might be successful. Although no such proof was deve~ped, the relati.on-
served as a useful check and made unnecessary a separate tabulation of .
values obtained from computations like those illustrated in table 26.
The resistances of column (4) of table 26 are r,elativeand must be
—
multiplied %y the ratio ~ of the actual resistance for the loaded Joint, as r
determined by its distance from the fixed joint, to the relative resistance
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for that joint as computed in table 26. The presence of the unloaded
* sector also has sn effect on the size of the chsracteristio load, that 1s,
the load.which would produce a final force of unity at the fixed joint.
If the loaded joint is n bws from the fixed joint and m bays from
the free end joint, the carry-over forces at that joint wlllbe -k/2
times R&l “end vk/2 times C&I from table B-l.* The characteristic
load will therefore be the equilibrsnt of these cerry~ver forces and the
resistance Rn from table B-l.* Table B-3* gives ch=acteristic loads
CL obtained in this manner end also the corresponding va@es of CLp l
Values of $ are not given separately, since in practice resistances for
the unloaded sector cenbe obtained most conmnientlyby multiplying the
values of CL of table B-1* by the actual load W divided by CL/~
from table B-3.*
Uniform Distribution of Single Force Ap@ied at an End Joint
~ msmy problems it is convenient to assume that the original load is
a single force applied at one end of a sequence and the final forces are
uniformly distributed. ~ this report the term “uniformly Mstributed” is
used to s@nify that a load is uniformly distributed between bays and the
portion associated with each bay divided equally betwe= the joints between
which It lies. Thus the Joint losds at the intermediate bays sre of the
same size, but those at the end bays are only one-half as large as those
at the intermediate joints. b order to define completely the transfer
pattern, it is necessary to select the joint which is to be assumed fixed.
. The most convenient choice for computation of overbalance factors is the
joint at the opposite end of the sequence from the original simgle force.
The factors computed for the case when this joint is fixed can ~en be
adjusted to allow for alternative choices for the ffxed joint. A tmical
overbalance diagrsm for the transfer pattern Just described is presented
in figure 9.
.-
For a given value of k the resistances for all except the end joint
at which the original concentrated force is applied CM be con@_i6edin the
same manner as those for the first case considered. The first pert of the
computation table for k = 0.90 is shown in table 27 with operation
notes to indicate the method of computation used. In this table, since
the final force for joint O is 0.5 and CO1 ad Ri for that joint are
both zero, CO% d
must alsobe 0.5, and” Ri = .“ = -1.11111. R()=o
since joint O is, by ~othesis, not dtsplaced. The fact that CO1O = O
follows from the fact that there is no joint -1. Once these starting
values have been inserted, the remaining values for columns (3), (4),
end (5) can be computed by following the operations notes in the
. cohm headings.
The computations for columns (3) to (5) of table
relationship
t
Ri- 0.5~ i_l-o.’ym~+~= 1
27 are based on the
(3)
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This represents the equilibrium conditions for all joints except O, 1,
n-1, and n, where Joint O is at the fixed end and joint n at the movable
end of the sequence. The special conditions at joint O were taken into-
account in computing the starting values. Equation (3)‘~ith i = 1 can
be used to compute R2 since Ri_l is then ~, which equals zero.
When, however, i = *1, equation (3) should be replaced by
(4)
aud when i=n it should be replaced by
CL+~–O.m&l = 0.5 (5)
Comparison of equations (3)and (4) will show that the numerical value of
~ obtained from equation (4) will be only one~ as great as that of
Ri+l from equation (3). h other words the resistance for the end joint
is only on&half as great as it would be if it were em intermediate Joint-
of a longer sequence. Once the resistance for the end Joint has been
found, equation (5) can be used to find the characteristic load for the
transfer pattern. Column (7) of table 27 gives the characteristic loads
found in this mamner for the varfous lengths of sequence. Resistances
and characteristic loads found in this manner for various sequence len@hs
and transfer factors are lieted in table W.*
A1.thou@ table 27 was constructed for the distribution of a conce~
trated force, it can also be used for the transfer of an original distrib-
uted loading to one end of a sequence, the other end being assumed not
to move. All that i& necessary Is to change the signs of the resistances.
This is allowable because, if the quemtities in the OF- and I!l%rowsof
figure 9 were Interczd, conditions at joint O would require that
-0.~1 should be -0.5 instead of 0.5. Then RI would be I.111.11
instead of –1.11111. Equation (3) would be modified by placing the
+1 term on the left- instead of the right+hand side, and the positions
of CL and 0.5 in equation (5) would be interchanged. Thus the net
result of these changes would be to chemge the signs of all values of R
without affecting their magnitudes.
The difference between the characteristic loads of column (7) of
table 27 end the corresponding Joint numbers of column (1) Is a measure
of the leakage of force from the sequence under consideratlm.to other
Joints. Thus if the sequence has four bays, out of a total load of
6.89222pounds applied at ~oint 4, only 4.00000 pounds wouldbe uniformly
distributed between the Joints of the sequence and 2.89222pounds would W
transferred to other ~oints. If now”all the Joints of the sequence were
moved through the same diatemce, an additional load would be unifomly
distributed betwee~e joints of the sequence, with eqpal end opposite
forces being developed at Joints of other sequences. 13?the net force to
be added to each intermediate joint is 1 pound and that at each end Joint,
.
.
.
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1/2 pound, the additional resistance to _bedeveloped at each intermediate
. joint must le 1/(1 - k) pounds. In the case under consideration, there—
fore, the resis-ce to he added to each internmdiate joint will be
m‘? xI -&o ‘ 7“2305’‘omds
The resistance increment for each end joint will be on-half that value.
h table 28 the second column shows the resistances for distributing
6.89222 pounds applied at joint 4 when joint O is fixed. The third column
gives the increments associated with the %lock displacement” required to
eliminate the leakage, and column (4), the total resistances for distri-
bution of the load without net leakage. —
It is not correct to seg that the use of the resistances of column (4)
WOUH result in the uniform distribution of the original load of’
6.892?22pounds without emy leakage. There wouldbe leakage of positive
forces associated with the displacements corresponding to the resfstsmces
of column (2) end leelsageof negative forces associated with the dis@ac-
ments impliedby the resistances of column (3). Ih total ms@itude these
positive and negative forces wouldbe equal, so they would balance each
other end there would be no net leakage.
.
Some of the joints of adJacent
sequences, however, would be~bjected to net positive and others to net
negative leakage forces. Even so, it is often of advantage to use group
displacements which would distribute a force without net leakage. The
factors necessary for the purpose sre also useful in computMg the factors
for related transfer patteruso These factors have been computed for various
cotiinations of sequence length and transfer factor by the method used
for constructing table 28 and are given in table B-7.*
It is often advisable ta “verify” a set of resistances to make sure
that they will produce the desired trensfer pattern, before using them in
practice. This has.been done in colunms (5) and (6) of table 28 to check
the resistmces of column (4). lh general the final force at my Joint
IS equal to the algebraic sum of the originsl force, the resistemce for
the joint, end the carry+ver forces at the joint. The sum of the carry-
over forces is normally -k/2 times the sum of the resistances for the
two ad~acent joints. If, however, one of the adjacent joints is at the end
of the sequence, its resistance should be multiplied by -k tistead of
-k/2, or twice its resistance shouldbe multipliedby 4/2. ~ table 28
each value in column (5) is 4.45 times the sum of the adjacent values
of column (k), except that the values for joints O end 4 are doubled. Thus
~.45(6.u944 + 0) =-2.75’75
4.45(2x 3.61527+ 2.53920)=4.39638
-0.45(6.11944-4.30577)=4.81615
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-0. k~(2.53920- 2 X 7.96828)= 6.02881
-0.45(4.30577+ O) = 1.93760
~a v~ues of oolumn (6)are the =ge%raic !wugsof .@_osein columns (4)
and (5) and represent-the net forces thatvwould be imposed on the c-
stiaints by the displacements corresponding to the resistances of columm
(4). At each of the intermediate-joints this force fs about 1.72305,
ahost exactly equal to the characteristic load of 6.89222 divided by four,
the nuniberof bays. If more significant figures had.Been ‘~sedin the
computations, these intermediate net Joint loads would all have %een of
the sane magnitude to six figures, md that mqgitu~..would hava-been the .:
characteristic load divided by the nvmber of bays. The net load.at Joint
O iE on~half that at each intermediate joint. Thatat Joint ~may be
considered as the resultant of a negative 6.892222, equilibrated b~ the
~ositi~~ o~iginal force of that magnitude -d a posftive load of
v=
,,
0.86152 acting on the constraints. The validity of the factors
of column (4) for distrf%uting a fo-rceo&6.89222 pounds at joint 4 witb&
out net leakage is thus proved%y the values of colraih(6).
Since (l-k) times each resistemce developed represents leakage,
if the net-leakage is to %e zero, the algebraic sum Qf tie resistances OP
colunm (k) should be zero. h table 28 this awls -0.00014, and thati
value reflects the accumulation of small nxaerical errors.
- this case,
howeTer, it is too small to be of interest and no attempt was made to get
more precise results.
.
.
h o~der tc use resistances like those of columm (4) of~ble 28, it
is necessary to know the magnitude of the original force at the end Joint
or that of~ach final force at-an intermediate Joint. Both of these
quantities exe therefore given ‘fiththe.associated overbalance factors in
table B-7.* The final joint loads could be computed in each ca~e by dividing
the characteristic load by the nuniberof-bays, but lt is convenient-to have
botlfivalues given.
O?tcn it is desirable to transform a single force imposed at an end
—
,Iointinto a uniformly distributed loading or, vice versa, with a
.~ointass-reedfixed which is not at the other end of the sequence. The
—
cmes of most interest are those where the fixed joint is the end joint
at which the single force is applied and that=where the fixed joint iB
either at the center of the sequence o.r1/2 panel frcm the center. These
casea cen also be used-by changi~ the signs of the rtisistancesto transfer
a unlfonib distributed load to a Joint which remains-fixed.
—.
The resistances
Ieslred CM easily be obtained by combining those frmi column (4) of table
28 (Or Its eqUiVd&nt) for tie Jotit to be assumed ffied and each o? tie *
?wats%nces ,~ivanIn that column. The methodJs illustrated by table 29
!n which resistances are computed for the cases in which Joints 2 and 4
e.reass-reedfixed. C!omputatiom for verifying the worJcare included in
%1]0table. H
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In this table the values of colunm (2) are taken frmn table 28,
* column (4). The third column gives the resistances associated with dis-
tribution of the load of 6.89222 pounds applied at Joint 4 with joint 2
assumed fixed. Since the original resistance for Joint 2 is 2.53$)20,that
value is subtracted from the factors of column (2) for the titermediate
Joints 1 to 3 snd one-half that value from the resistances for the end
Jotits O and 4. The results are shown in column (3). Columns (4) and (5)
are the verification of column (3). The velidity of the resistances of
column (3) is substantiated by the following properties of net loadEIin
column (5). The net load at ~oint O, the unloaded end joint, is one~alf
that at each interme~f.ateJoint. The net losd at Joint 4, the loaded end
Joint, is equal to minus the original characteristic losliplus the net at
joint o. we net at each intermediate joint is equal to the characteristic
load divided by the number of bays minus (1 -k) times the quantity sub-
tracted from the intermediate joint resistances of colunm (2). The
necessity of satisfying these relations is a useful lasis for checldng the
work. It is therefore cmvenient to make a record below the main table of
the characteristic load CL computed by adding the net load for joint O
to minus the net load for joint 4 and the joint losd increment AJIJ equal
to (k— 1) times the value of Rm for the joint assumed fixed. The
quantity MZ is the leakage per bay associated with the trsnsfer under
consideration. Leakage is considered positive when the sum of the final
forces is less than that of the orig3nsL forces.
The resistance for joint 4 in column (2) is -7.96828 and that value
is subtracted from the resistance for the end joints O and 4 and twice
that mount frcznthe resistances for the intermediate joints 1 to 3. The
results listed in column (6) are the resistances to be used if joint 4 is
assumed fixed. These values sre verified in columns (7) and (8). The
values of CL and AIL shown in colunm (8) are obtained in the same
manner as those for column (5), except that since it is an em joint that
is assumed fixed, &lZ is (k– 1) times twice the value of ~ for
joint 4. It may be noticed that this value of M is negative and the
intermediate joint net loads exceed the characteristic load divided by the
number of bays. In other words the leakage is negative end the sum of the
final forces exceeds the original force. This is reasonable. If the
single load is assumed to be the original load, the problem is to M_quidate
it by moving the joints O to 3 towardthe fixed joint 4. Although some of
the resistance to this movement will be transferred to joint 4 of the
sequence, a large part will go to joints of sd~acent sequences instead.
Perhaps the situation can be seen more cleerly if the distributed load is
considered the original.losd, to be transferred to joint 4. Then it
should easily be seen that a large part will leek out to the parallel
sequences instead of going directly to ~oint 4.
Resistances like those of columns (3) and (6) of table 29 are given
in table B-8.* In that table both the concentrated load at the end joint
snd the fraction of the distributed load acting at each intermediate Joint
are given. The fraction of the distributed load acting at each end joint
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is one~ that at an intermediate joint. Both Of these 10ads ~ed tio
be tabulated since both are needed to indicate the magnitude of the
leakage effect. busing the table ft is to be remaibered thaina “half-
portion” of distributed load is assumed &act at -point of application
of the concentrated load. b the verification therefore the net load at
that Joint will be minus the concentrated load plus the fraction of the
distributed load.
.
.
In table M* the only intermediate Joints assumed fixed are those
at the center of the sequences of even numbers of bays and at the ends of
the center bays of sequences of odd numbers of bays. B it is desired
to-assume some other intermediate bay fixed, camput=the appropriate
resistances and characteristic load fran the data of table B-7* in the
manner outlinsd in the foregoing paragraphs.
-—
‘Ih,nsferof Uniformly Distributed Iaad to
Two End Joints
At times it-is desirable to transfer a uniformly distributed load
to the end joints of a sequence without relative displacement of those
end Joints. The resistances for such an operation would be the sane in
magnitude as those for the uniform distribution of equal forces Imposed
at the end Joints but opposite in sign. The latter viewpoint is the more
convenient for computtng the numerfcal values for the resistances.
Two cases are of special interest. Ih practice the end Joints till
normally be fixed, but for purposes of computation it is better to start
with the case in which the whole sequence is so displaced that there will
be no net leakage. Assume that a force W imposed at joint n Is to be
uniformly distributed without net leakage. The necessary resistances can
be determined by the methods outlined in the preceding section. Thus if
n= bandk= 0.9 they cam be taken directly frm column (2) of
table 29. The additional resistances needed to obtafn uniform distribu-
tion of a force W imposed at ~oint O can elso be obtained frcm the sane
column by reversing the order of enumeration of the joints. Thus the
added resistance for any Joint i would be the value given for joint n - 1.
In other words, the desired resistance for any Joint i would be the sum
of those given for joints i and n-i. For the case used for illustra-
tion these values ae given in column (2) of table 30. They are verified
in columns (3) and (4) of the sene table. Ittill be note~ that the
value given for the characteristic load is the same as in table 29; that
is, the characteristic load for this case is taken as the single force to
be applied at each end of the sequence. The net loa&at each intermediate
joint is equal to the characteristic load divided by one+alf the number
of bays and therefore twice the net load for an intermediate ~oint in
column (6) of table 28. The characteristic load is also equal to one-
half the net load at each intermediate joint minus (algebraically)the
ntitload at either end joint. These relations are convenient for checki~.
.
.
.
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It till be noticed that the resistsmces of column (2) of talle 30 are
symmetrical about the midpoint of the sequence, and those for the end Joints
are equal. If all joints are displaced the amount required to make the
end-jo=t resistances zero, the change in resistance at each intermediate
joint will be minus twice the original resistances-at the end ~oints.
Resistemces computed W this roamer are given in column (~) of table 30
emd.verified in columns (6) end (7). Here sgain on-half an intermediate-
joint net force minus an end-joint net”is equal to the characteristic load
of 6.892=. Each intermediat-3oint net force is equal to the sum of the
intermediatejoint net of 1.0000 assumed in constructing table 28 and
3.3167o found in the verification of column (6) of table 29. This was to
be expected ead means that, if a uniformly distributed load of 4.3167o
per bsy is transferred to the end joints without momment of those joints,
1.00000 per bay produces a force of 6.89= at end joint O, and the remaining
3.3167o per bay produces the force of 6.8922I at joint 4. The reason for
this unequal division has been comnented on in the justification for
“negative ledkage.”
The actual leskage per bay in the force tremsfer under consideration
iS 3.44610-4.31670 =a.87060. It should also be equal to (1 - k) times
change in resistance at each.intermediate joint in going from the transfer
pattern without net leslcageto that with the end ~oints fixed in position.
It satisfies thts criterion, since (1 - 0.90) X 2 X 4.35301 = 0.87060.
Characteristic loads, intermediate-joint loads, and resistances for
the uniform distribution of equal forces applied at the end joints sre
given in tables B-5* end B-6.* ‘Thosein table B-5* are for the transfer+
without net leekage. all joints being assumed displaced but with zero relative
displacement of ~e-end joints. Those in table
there is no displacement of either end joint.
Uniform Distribution of Single Force
~termedlate Joint
~++ ~e for the case when
Appliedat an
~ the development of tables 27 to 30 it was assumed that the characte~
istic load was applied at an end joint of the sequence, though the joint,
if any, that remained undisplaced might very. It is also desirable to have
resistemces for the tiform distribution of a single force that is ayplied
at any joint of a sequence. The investigations made so f= indicate that
the most useful of such resis~ces would be those associated with such
distzzlbationtithout net leelmge, and they csn be obtained by supeqosition
of transfer patterns already considered.
Consider for example t~t n = 4 and k = 0.90 snd that it is desired
to find the factors for uniform distribution of a single force imposed at
joint 2* The comfmtations for this case sre shown in table 31. In column (2)
are listed the resistances for col- (4) or table 28 for the uniform
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distribution, without net leekage, of a load of 6.89222 pounds imposed at
Joint 4. This characteristic load end the resulting intermediate-Joint
load are listed in the same column for convenient reference. These factors
apply to a transfer pattern that differs from that desired ir.that it
includes a force of 6.89222 at joint 4 which is not desired and lacks the
desired concentrated original force at Joint 2. This can be corrected %7
the transfer ofithe original force f’romjoint k to ~oint 2 by means of
the factors.of table B-1* and the procedure already outlined for the
transfer of a force from%he free to the fixed end of a sequence.
.
~ this case the concentrated load is to be moved 2 bsys from Joint k
t.oJoint 2. The resistances of tible 1 for a two-%ay movement of this type
are appropriate to a charactxmistic load of 2.93826/2 pounds, while the
force It is desired to move emounts to 6.89222 pounds-. The resistances of
table 1 must therefore %e multiplied %Y the .~tio 7 = 6.98222 x 2/2.93826
= 4.691~6. The resistances thus computed me given in columr ”(3)of
table 31. T!hatat joint 2 will be zero since that Jointiwill.not have to
be displaced. At Jointn, 4.69136 x 2.22222 = 10.42523 must be added, and
at joint 4, 4.69136 X 4.93826/2 = 11.58538 must be added. The signs of
these resistances are positive since the load to %e moved is not the act~
—
characteristic load at Joint 4 but its opposite. The situation may be con-
sidered in this manner. By the joint movements represented by the resl.s~
antes of column (2) a set of uniformly distributed positive forces on the
constraints emd a single negative force at Jofnt 4 were developed. Since
the presence of an original positive force at Jofnt 4 was assumed, this
negatfve force was equilibrated by the original force instead of acting
against the constraints. Now, however, assume that the original positive
force at joint 4 does not exist, so the negative force must act.on the 4.
constraints at joint 4, end it is this negative force which is ta be tran-~ -
ferred to joint 2. By applying the positive resistances of column (3) at
joints 3 end 4 the negative force at Joint4 is replacedby a somewhat
smaller negative force at joint 2 which would be available to eqtilfbrate
an original positive forge at that ~oint. .-
If’the resistances of columns (2) and (3)were added, the resulting
values would be appropriate for the uniform distribution of a single force
applied at joint 2, but there would be net leakage although no Joint would
be fixed. It is desirable therefore to assume an additional block dis-
placement to counteract the leakage accompanying the movement o?the
concentrated force. In order to do this, detetine the algebraic sum of
the resistances of column (3) (in this case, 22.00881)j reverse the sign,
and divide by the nuniberof bays (in this case, 4) to get%he change in
resistance for each intermediate joint (in this case, a.50220). The
change for each end joint is one-half that for an intermediate Joint.
These chemges are given in column (4) of table 31 emd the algebraic sums
of the values of columns (2), (3), and (k) are the desired resistances.
They are verifiedin columus (6) and (7) of the table. From column (7) it
will be seen that the size of the characteristic load ~EI been chsnged (in
this case, from 6.89222 to 4.69137 pounds). It till also be noted that the
net load at joint 2, where the concentrated load was applied, is minus
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(n - 1) times the net load at the other intermediate joints end that the
. net load at each end joint is one-half that at the other intermediate $oints.
Numerical values of resfstsmces with associated characteristic loads and
normal intermediate-joint loads obtained in this msmner are given in table
=7.*
If it should be desired to compute resistances for the uniform distri-
bution of a single force imposed at en intermediate joint with a single
selected joint assumed fixed, that cem be done in essentially the same
msmner as that employed for computing the values in table BA* for singie
forces imposed at end joints.
Liquidation of Symmetrical Unfformly Varying Loading
ti some tries c? problem it will be found that the forces to be
liquidated ere directly proportional to their distances from the center
of the sequence, exce@ that those at the end joints of the sequence are
only one-half as large as those which would satisfy the criterion of -
proportionality, smd also the forces on one side of the-center are of
opposite sign to those on the other. h this report such a loading is
termed a “symmetrical uniformly v~ load.’f The algebraic ~ tif”t~a
forces constituting such a load% iS Zeroj EQId the forces on o:e. side of
the center ere sufficient to liquidate those on the other slde~ though
there will be leakage if the transfer factor is other than unity. -
computing resisteaces for the liquidation of such a loading, assuming
no movement of the center of the sequence, it ts desirable to consider
two woups of cases, those in which there is an even nuniberof bays and
the original load at the center joint Is zero end those in whicli%kwk is
em odd nuniberof bays and the forces on the ~oints at the ends of the
central bay are equal and opposite. It is also convenient to modify the
system of numbering the joints, by making the nuniberassigned to each
joint equal to the nuniberof bays to the joint su~jected to an equal end
opposite load end giving the joint nuniberthe same sign as the force applied
at it. This makes the n-tier of a joint twice the nuniberof bays to the
center of the sequence. It is further convenient to assume the magnitude
of the load at each joint as equal to the nuniberof the joint, except that
the magnitude of each en&joint force is only one-half the joint nurber.
A general overbalance diagram for an even number of bays is shown in
figure 10 and that for an odd nuniberof bays in figure 1-1. Because of tie
symmetry of the loading It is evident that the value of ~ In figure I-O
must be zero and that eve~value of
‘i wlllbe equal t-o +_i. mom
both figures it canbe seen that for any value of i except oj 1, 2> 3,
or n the following relation holds, base~ on conditions at joint i - 2.
-. —
g ‘i ‘ ‘i-2
_9f4+i-2 (6)
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whence
Ri = #Ri_2 + f – 2) - Ri4
Also from conditims at Joint— n - 2,
Thus ~ is just onehalf the value it would be if
being an end Joint, were an intermediate Soint of a
conditions at-
But ‘~ = O.~
joint n,
%1-iR-2+~=”o
Ri for i = n, so, for i = n,
Rfa -k Ri_2+i=0
.
.
(7)
(8)
Joint n, instead of
longer sequence. From
(9)
—. -.
(lo)
It is not possible to solve the equations indicated by the joint
conditions of figures 10 emd 11 serially. The pzactical procedure is to
find each value of Ri in terms of RI or R2 by successive use of
equation (7) and to use equation (10) to obtain the values of R1 or
--
R2 corresponding to each value of n. Then the.valugs of each. Ri for
each value of n can be computed.
.
When n is even,
‘o = O by symmetry, and R4 canbe computed in
terms of R2 from conditions at ~oint 2...bymeans ohquation (7). When
n is odd, the equation representing conditions at jest ~ $6
(dR3. l+2Rl+~ (11)
and this must be used to stat the computations for Ri where i is odd.
The method used for computing the resist=ces in terms of R2 or RI iEI
illustratedby tables 32 and 33 for which it is assumqd that k = 0.90.
~ these tables the quantities for each joint-are placed in a sepsrate
column instead of a separate row, but that is done solely because, with
the small nuniberof $oints considered imeach table, space was saved by
SO doing.
Tables 34 and 35 indicate the method of computing the actual resisti
smces after the value of R2 or RI has been determined from table 32
.
or 33. In table 34 i.tis asswd that n = 8. In columns (2) and (3)
are given the values of Ri from ta’ble32. In row U of Mble 32 it
was found that for n = 8, R2 would be -13.97000. The actual resist=
~ces for joints 2, 4, and 6are therefore found%y subtracting *
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13.97000 times the value in column (2) from the value in column (3). The
* results are given in column (5). The same procedure was followed in the
8i-row of table 34, but ~oint 8 is em end Joint end its-resistance is
—
only one+slf that found by the foregoing procedure. The correct value
for that joint is therefore given in the ~-row. The last two columns of
that table ar~ averification’of the factors of column (5). fithis veri-
fication the resistance on the 8iaow is ignored, that on the ~–row
being used. h finding the vslue of D20 for row 6, however, since
Joint 8 is en end joint, its resistance must be multiplied by -k instead
of */2, so the simplest Tractical procedure is to multiply the sum of
the values from rows 4 and 8i by-O.h5 to get 30.252C6. It is to be
noted that, except for insignificant errors in the computations, the net
effect of the displacements producing the resistances of column (’5)is
to develop forces of –i pounds at each joint except joint n where the
force is -/2 pounds. T!&refore if these displacements were imposed
on a sequence subjected to the type of loading tier consideration, that
loadi~ would be liquidated, except for the leakage. b such a group
displacement the joints subjected to negative forces would be moved
syrmnetricallyto those with positive original.forces. AS a result the
forces carried over to joint O from joints 2 and < would ntiutrslizeeach
other.
If there were only two bays and three joints in the sequence, n
would be squsl to 2. The loads at ths end joints would be only 1 and –1,
however, since the end joints are assumed to hasw loads equal to but one-
haE the joint number. I&cm table 32 the”paradoxical situation is seen
that the value of R2 is given as -2 though it is obvious that a dis–
placement sufficient to develop a resistance of -1 ~houSd be sufficient
to liquidate a force of only 1 at that Joint. The values of R2 given
in table 32, hmever , axe for use in computing values of R~ where i
is less than n. When n = 2, this velue of R~ must be halved, snd thus
ths correct value of ~ to be used for actual liquidation is –1.QOOOO.
Resistsmces for the liquidation of the t~e of loading considered in
this section are given in table B-9.* The characteristic loads shuwn in
this table are the arithmetic sums of the original forces of the same si~
in the loadings cons~dered.
Correction of Resistance Tables
Most of the other resistances given in tables B-1* to E--9*are
obtained by manipulaticm of the resistances of tables B-1* and B-k.* Any
errors in computing the resistances for these two tables therefore have
* widespread results. Because of the method of computation used for these
basic tables, as the vslue of f or n increases the associated yelues
of resistance are more and more likely to be erroneous. Thus in
table M*, for k = 0.90 and i = 30 the resistace Ri has seven
m figures before the desired point and the characteristic load CL has six. .
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In order t-o~btain thess qumtities accurately to five figures after the
deciml point by the method outlined, itiould be necess-hryto use 12
significant figures thrcu@out the computations. That would have been
entirely impracticable.
T!beactual procedure followed was to obtain approximate values by
the method already outlined and to correct these trial values by an
additional computation. By this device the computation of the desired
factors for large values of i and n and relatively small values of
k to the desired precision was made practicable. !lZb9method used for
correcting the trial values is described as follows.
Table 36 is a record of cmputatf.ons for correcting the trial values
of Ri for k = 0.88 in table B-&.* The orfginal cm trial values of Ri
in column (2) were computed in the maaner illustrated by table 27. !I!ne
first stsp is to verify these resistances. T& values of ZCO in
colunn (3)were computed in the usual maxmer. ~ column (4), instead of
the elgebralc sum of th9 values of columns (2) and (3), the difference
between that net sum and the find force required by the transfer pattern
under investigation Is recorded. fi this case the transfer pattern
requires the value of 0.50000 at
f
oint O and 1.00000 at each of the other
Joints so the value for column (4 is readily determined. Thus column (4)
shows that if the resistances of column (2) were used the final.forces
would not be umlformly distributed, but there would be am excess of
0.00001 at ~oint--2,0.00001 at Joint-3, 0.00003 at joint-k, and so forth.
The resistances required to eliminate these errors csm be computed
by considering themas a new set-of original forces that is to be trans-
ferred to the free end of the sequence. At ~oint 2 the error is 1; there-
fore the vslue of AC!O1 must be -1 at this joint and that of AC02 at
Joint hmust also be -1. Since, for this table, k = 0.88, the value of
LiRi for Joint 3mustbe 1/0.44 = 2. At joint 3, the value of AC02 Is
zero since the erro~at joint 1 and therefore the value of ACO1 for
that Joint are both zero. The error for joint 3 is 1. Then the vslue of
ACO1 for Joint 3 will be -(1 + 2) = –3 and the value of ARi for
Joint k will be 3/0.44 = 7. The other values incolumms (5), (6), ti (7)
were obtainad in the same manner.with the algebraic sum of the values In
any row for columns (k) to (7) equal to zero. The corrected values of
Ri in column (8) were obtained by adding ths values In columns (2) and
(7) af’t~ ~tiplying Me values in column (7) by 105. These values of
column (8) are verified in columns (9) and (10). Again the errors are
drown In the second of the verification columns instead of the actual net
forces. In this case the maximum error given in column (10) is only
0.00001, which is negligible.
Table 36 includes only the first I-1rows of a cmuplete correction
table and some of ths values for joint 10 ere based on values for joint U.
that are not shown. Since the maximum error given in column (10) Is
negligible, no further correction is needed. IiIsome of the tables,
..
.
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particularly where values were computed for large values of i, the
. errors of column (10) were too lerge. This situation was taken cwe of
by repeating the process until the errors were negligible. After the
valtiesof the resistances had been corrected in this manner, corrected
values of the characteristic loads were computed by tha application of
equation (5).
The method described was used to check all the values given in
table B-k.* !t’hesame method could have been used to check those of
table B-l*, but it had not been developed until after the values in
table E-1* had been checked by the construction of tables similar to
table 26. ScmEI
by this system.
of the vslues-of table B-l*, however, were later checked
d
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uLOAD N! CIZ’WERilUtM!TOITXliDEEllJUUWS
[k = O.X]
(1)
Joint
o
1
2
3
b
(2)
FL
llmmmed
1.00000
0
0
0
0
(3)
R
-2(5) i_~/o.9
o
-2.22222
-4.93826
-8.fim
-U .50990
(4)
ml
(5)14
o
0
1.000m
2.222?2
3.93826
(5) (6)
C02 cm
(P)i-(3)i+(4)1 (5)~-(4)f
1.00000 0
2.22222 2.22222
3.93826 2.93826
6.52946 4.30724
10.57164 6.63338
v
LIQulDm’mE TABLE FaR ANKLY21B OF mm? Pm
ROW ==P m6p3.8chm Y* Yx TJ % YB XT % Yo
1 0 ~@@. foM13s lm.o A.o a.o
2 1 ~A-p~=V~=v=m2.5~ -10.0 4.0 -a).o -10.0 10.0 Zoo moo M.(I
3 110.0 -20.0 -2Q.O -~o.o 10.0 20.0 20.0 +.0
4 2 V* = 2.760 ako.b 129.2 5.5 5.5
5 TE P 0.651 30.4 -66.1 30.4 1.3 2.6 1.3
6 TJ . -o.g21 43.1 93.5 43.1 -1.8 -3.6 -1.8
7 qq = -2.222 -1(24.o 113.o 4.5 4.5
8 0 0 -0.1 -0.1 16.8 26.3 3.3.2 +6.3
9 3 ~ = O,p+o 1.5 1.5 40.9 37.9
10 Py= 0.473 0.9 1.9 1.0 24.2 +.2 24.2
U ~ = 4.239 -0.4 -0.9 -0.5 -U.7 25.2 -IL7
12 Vo= 4.230
-2.5 -2.5 43.0 67.9
13 2.k 3.0 4.5 -3.1 0,1 0.3 4.4 -0.1
14 4 VA. 0.096 -4.9 4.9 0.2 0.2
15 TE= 0.052 2.5 -5.3 2.5 0.1 0.2 0.1
16 YJ - -0.048 4.2 fLo 4.3 4.1 -0.2 -0.1
17 TN= -o.l@ 4.9 5.3 4.2 4.2
M o 0 0.1 -0.1 0.4 0.6 4.7 4.4
, 4
,Table 3
DIKIGNCIE’GROUP DIQ?LMEWEIUY’ORSIEP 2
(1) (2) [3) (4) {5) (6) “(7) (8) (9)
Joint OF OL m CR A E J N
A 120.0 3,888 30.86 -3.623 -lx. 9
E
-.837 -25.8
J 2.613 @&6
N 1.850 57.1
A 1.850 -28.5
E 2.613
-40.3
J
-.837 12.9
H -60.0 3.888 -15.43 -3.625 55*9
R -140.4 46.I. 93.5 113.o
R/Y -5o.8 -101.6 -1OL 6 -5o.8
T 2.760 .651
-.921 -2.222
cd
m
Table 4
lP-
0
(1)
Joint
B
F
K
0
B
F
K
0
B
F
,K
0
B
F
K
0
(2)
OF
16.8
26.3
13.2
*.3
(3)
CL
3.W3
3.577
3.577
3.8843
(4)
m
4.32
7.35
3.70
-14.49
(5)
OR
-3.625
-.837
2.613
1.850
-.385
-2.133
1.97
1.202
1.202
1.Y7
-2.133
-.385
1.850
2.613
-.837
-3.625
(6)
A
-15.7
4.8
4.4
&.8
(7)
E,
-3.6
-15.7
4.9
-37.8
(8)
J
11.3
9.7
-7.9
12.1
R
R/v
Y
*.9
35.2
+2.2
-11o.4
.740 .473
25.2
-11o.4
.228
(9)
N
8.0
8.8
-1.4
52.5
67.9
+5. 2
-1.230
* # 6 * I
If ,
(1)
Joint
A
E
J
H
A
E
J
H
A
E
J
N
A
E
J
w
(2)
OF
2.JI
3.0
-2.5
3.1
(3)
CL
3.89
3*58
3.58
3.89
(4)
AR
0.618
.838
-.700
-.798
(5)
CR
-3.625
-.837
2.61.3
1.850
-.385
-2.133
1.317
1.202
1.s2
/1.317
-2.133
-*385
l.~o
2.613
-.837
-3.625
(6)
A
+!.24
-.32
-.84
-1.47
4.87
-50.8
.096
(7)
E
-0.52
-1.79
-.92
-2.08
-5.31
-101.6
.052
(8)
J
1.61
1.10
1.49
.67
(9)
N
1.14
1.01
.26
2.89
4.87
-101.6
-.048
5.30
-50.8
-.104
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.
Ta%le6
COME!KRISONQF COMPUTEDDEWLACEMENTS
Joint Table 2 Hoff Modified Difference
A >“356 4.91 4.883 -0.027
B .740 “27 .267 -.003
E 3.203 2.73 2.730 –.020
F .473 0 0 0
J 1.’531 , 1.06 I.058 -.002
K –.228 -.72 -.701 .019
N .174 –“33
-“299 .031
0 –1.230 -1.74 –1 .703 .037
.
.
.
.
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Ta%le 7
CWERMQWCE !MBI.J3FOR TRAIIBFEROF COIVOIWEWXD
3’OROE!!20ITXEDEND JOINTS WITH ORIGIN&L
FORCEAT CENTER JOINT
[.= 6; CL 1; displacement .urve
has two straight se~ents; ~ = -i
for 1 en; values for n< i< 2n
not listed slnoe they are symet-
ri oal to those shin]
Joint
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
or
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
R
0
-1
“-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
Col
0
0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
Cw2
0.5
1.0
1*5
2.0
2.5
3.0
2.5
F)?
0.5
---
---
---
---
---
---
.
—
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l
~a%le 8
OWWBAIANCE TABIJlFOR TRMW?ER OF CONCENTRA~
FORCE TO 3?IXlIDEND JOINTS WZTH O~GINAL
FORCE AT CENTER JOINT
[n=5; m = 3; CL = m + n; displacement
curve has two straight segmentsl ~ = -2im
for O<i< n; RI = -2(.m+ n - i~n for
n<i<m+n]
Joint
OF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8F
OF R
-- 0
--
-6
--
-w
--
-18
--
-24
8 -30
--
-20
--
-10
-- 0
Col
0
0
3
6
9
12
15
10
!5
C02
3
6
9
3.2
13
10
5
0
0
3
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
3
.
.-
l
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Table 9
OVEKWWWE TABLEFOR UNIFORMDISTRIBUTIONOF COllCEIWMPED
FORCEAT CEETERJOINTWITH EllDJO131TSFIXED
c.= 5; CL= 2.; M.pla.anent
curve has two parabolic segments
with apexes at joints O and 2n;
R, = .i2 where 0< i<n]
Joint
OF
1
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8
9
10 F
L
OF
--
--
--
--
-.
10
--
--
--
--
--
R
0
-1
-4
-9
-16
-23
-16
-9
-4
-1
0
Col
0
0
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
12.3
8.0
4.5
2.0
l5
C02
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
12.5
8.0
4.5
2.0
.5
0
0
m?
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
5l.
1.
.“”
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Table 10
TRANSFER OT UNIFORMLY
DISTRDUTEO LOAD TO
En = 8; CL
ment curve is-par& olic
with apex at ~oint n/2;
‘i = -i (n - i)-J
TWO FIXZDEND JOINTS
= n; displace-
Joint OF R Col C02 FF
OF o.~ 0 0 3 “5 4“0
1. 1.0 “-7 o 6.0 ---
2 1.0 -12 3“5 7*5 ---
3 1.0 -15 6.0 8.0 ---
4 1.0 -16 7*5 7.5 ---
5 1.0 -15 8.0 6.0 ---
6 1.0 -12 7.3 3.5 ---
7 1.0 -7 6.o 0 ---
8F .7 0 3*5 0 4.0
.
.
.- =! “——
-.
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.
ovERBAImcE TABLE
..-. —
lJuww!lKIJ
~m =
n=
Ta31e 11
FOR TRANSFER OF TWO
FORCXS TO TWO ITIXD
EQUALsmME?rKccmY
END JOINTS
3 (distance%etween forces};
k (distance from fo~ce to
nearest‘end); CL = 1 (each orig-
inal force); displacement curve
composed of three straight seg-
ments; Ri = -2i when O<l<n;
Ri = -2n
Joint
OF
1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 F
OF
---
---
---
- --
1.0
---
---
1.0
---
---
---
---
when n<i<m + n]
R
o
-2
-4
-6
-8
-8
-8
-8
-6
-4
-’2
0
Col
o
0
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
0
0
In?
1
-.
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
1
47
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Ta%la 12
OVERBALANCE TABIJZIOR UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION Ol?TWO EQUAL
SYMMUIRICAITX IOCATED l?ORCESWIT3
BOTH END JOINTH l?121ED
[m= 5 (d~stancebetween forces); n = 4 (distance
from force to nearest end); CL= n + rnk? (each
original force); dlsylacement curve has three para-
holic segments with apexes at end ,Iointsand half-
way between; RI = -~2- when ~ i<-n;
Ri .
-n* + ~ _ (m + 2; . 2i )2; when ~ Is ;Ven
Fn+m/2 (at tiddle ~oint) = ~2 + m2~]
Joint
OF
1
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8
aq
OF
---
---
---
---
6.5
---
---
---
---
6.5
R
0
-1
-4
-9
-16
-12
-10
-10
-12
-16
Col
0
0
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
CO*
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
8.0
4.5
FF
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1..0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
%alues for Joints 10 to 13 not shown on
account of symmet~.
v
.
..
.
.
l
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Table 13
OVERBMX?CETABLEl’ORTIWW?ER Ol?TWO EQUJ!IJ~
OPPOSITElWWES TO NO lTXEDEIIDJOIXK
[s = 9 (total length of sequence); m = 4
(distancelmtween foroes); n = 3 (dis- ““
tance from joint O to nearest force);
CL= ~ s; displacement curve has three
straight segments; Ri = -2i.m when O< i< n;
eaual and opposite loads need not %e equi-
ti-stantfrom the middle of the sequenoo
of joints~ “
Joint
OF
1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9F
OF
--
--
-.
9
--
--
--
-9
--
--
R
0
-8
-16
-24
-lb
-4
6
16
8
0
Col
0
0
,4
8
12
7
2
-3
-8
-4
C02
4
8
12
7
2
-3
-8
-4
0
0
m?
4
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
-4
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Table 14
TABLE FOR TRANSFER 03’ EQUAL AND OPPOSITE UNIFORMLY
WRYIMG LOADS TO TWO FIXED END JOINTS
(a) n, even.
En = 12; CL = 360; each value of 03’= np where n
is total num%er of panels and p is number of panels
to equal lut oyposlte OF; lKF for joints O and n
from table 15; displacement curve i~ cubic parabolaj
olnt
OF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12F
OF
o
120
96
72
48
24
0
-24
-48
-72
-96
-120
0
R
o
-440
-640
-648
-5M?
-2&1
o
280
51!2
648
640
440
0
Col
o
0
220
-320
324
256
140
0
-140
-256
-324
-320
-220
C02
220
320
324
276
140
0
-140
-256
-324
-320
-220
0
0
FF
220
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
-220
.
.
w
-.-_—
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TaM.e 14 - Concluded.
OWZUMUNCE TABIX 3’ORTMKSFXR 0)?EQUAL MD
VARYTNG LOADS TO Ti?OFIXED END JOINTS
0P20SITEum3?oRMrx
- Conoluded
Toint
OF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 3?
(b) n, odd.
[n= 11: (Z= 275; each value of
0~ 9 np caputed in same manner
as for even values of n; El?
for joints O and n fram table U]
03’
0
99
77
55
33
11
-11
-33
-55
-77
-99
0
(:)
o
-330
-k62
-440
-308
-110
110
308
440
462
330
0
C!ol
o
0
165
23I
220
154
55
-55
-154
-220
-231
-165
C02
165
231
220
154
55
-55
-154
-220
-231
-165
0
0
FF
(b)
165.
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
165
%’ormulas for resistancef3are too complex for
m-actical use.
%t Is letter to use the final forces from
table 15 and follow the procedure used in
connection with figuro 3.
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Table la —
CH&RACTERISTIC LOAIE AND FINAL FORCi!SFOR ~CE TA131JS
FOR ‘TRANSFERW I!4UALAND OPPOSITE UNIFORMLY TWWING mm
TO TWO FIXED END JOXNT!S
n
3
4
.5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
CL
3
8
20
36
63
96
144
200
275
360
468
588
735
FF
O,n
1
4
10
20
35
56
84
120
165
220
226
36k
455
n
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
CL
896
1088
1296
1539
1800
2100
2420
2783
3168
3600
4056
4Y63
5096
FFO,n
560
68c
816
969
1040
1330
l~o
1~1
2024
2300
2600
2925
3276
n CL
29 5,684
30 6,300
31 6,975
32 7,680
33 8,448
34 9,248
35 10,U5
36 u,016
37 ~,988
38 12,996
39 14,079
40 15,200
41 16,400
‘O ,n
3,654
4,M0
4,495
4,960
5,4P6
5,9~
6,54P
7,140
7,770
8,436
9,139
9,M0
10,583
.
.—
.
.
.
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Table 16
FOR TWUW?ER OF SINGLE FORCE
I!ROMIKP7ABIETO FIXED END
OF A SEQUENCE OF JOINTS
[n= 6; CL= I; displacement
curve is straight line;
% = .21, 1except ~ = -n
Joint OF R Col C02 .m
OT -- 0 0 1 1
1 -- -2 0 2 --
2 -- -4 1 3 --
3 -- -6 2 4 --
4 -- -8 3 5 --
5 -- -10 4 6 --
6 1 -6 5 0 --
4
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Table 17
OWKWMIANCE TABIE FOR TRANSFER OF SINGLE IWC_E FROM
INTERMEDIATE JOINT TO 3?IXED‘ENDOF
A SEQUENCE OF JOINTS
[11-5; CL z 1; dit3placementcurve is sloping
line %etween original ad final ~~a posi-
tions and horizontal line between free end
and original load position; ~ I=-21 when
1 <n;~=.an when i A n,-except
‘Ri =-n at free erii’
Joint
OT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
OF R
-- 0
-- -2
--
-4
--
-6
--
-8
1, -10
--
-10
--
-10
--
-10
--
-10
--
-10
--
-5
Col
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
C02 m?
1 1
2 , --
3 --
4 --
5 --
5 --
5 --
5 --
3 --
5 --
5 --
0 --
-.
s
..
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Table 18
OVEKWUW?CE TliEWFOR TIWWFER OF SIIVGIEFORCE
FROM INFERMEDIAZEJOR?TTO MOVABEEEKO OF
EilZQ~C2!!WITH ONE lZIXEDEWD JOIIW
~esistanoes are the same as in table 16
b
except for change of sigri~
Joint
-3 1?
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
-.5
6
OF
.-
--
--
1
--
--
--
--
--
--
R
--
--
--
--
2
4
6
8
10
6
Col
--
--
--
--
--
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
55-’
C02 m?
-- --
-- --
-- --
-1 --
-2 --
-3 --
-4 --
-5 --
-6 ---
0 1
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Table 19
OVERWLMWE ‘J?ABLE3’ORUliI1’ORMDIS~!XOH OVER
EXWIREEW’QUE!KXWTTH Ol@ FIXEOEND JORVT
03’SINGLE LOAD NC MIVABIE END JOINT
C.= 9; CL= 9; displacement curve
is paralmlic with apex at fixed
$oint; Ri = -i2, except--~ = nP/2
—
atimovable end]
Joint
02’
1
2
3
h
!5
6
7“
8
9
OF
.-
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
9
R
0
-1
-4
-9
-16
-25
-36
-49
-64
-40.3
(!01
0
0
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
12.5
18.0
2b.5
32.0
C02
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
12.5
18.0
2h.5
32.0
40.5
0
m
0.5
1*O
1*O
1.0
1.0
1.0
1..0
1.0
1.0
l5
*
. .. ..
,
b
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a
OVERMIANCE TABLE FOR
Table 20
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OTIERENTI~
SEQUENCEWITH
LOAD
ONE IHXIIDEND JOINT Ol?’
Al’ INFERMEDIZVITiJOINT
[~=6; Iu=3; cL
paralolic segments tith apexe~ at ends of sequence
and common ordinate at position of ori nal force*
‘i = ?
@
-i2 when i<n; ~ = -n2 + ~2 _ m+n-
*(when i>n, except R. = - n2 - m2) at i.m+n~
—.
)int
or
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Ol?
--
--
--
--
--
9
--
--
--
= m + n: displacement curve has two
J.
R
o
-1
-4
-9
-16
-25
-36
-31
-28
-13.5
(201
o
0
0.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
3.2.5
18.0
15.5
14.0
C02
0.5
2.0
4l5
8.0
12.y
18.0
15.5
14.0
13.5
0
m?
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
l5
&
.
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Ta%le 21
OVERRAIANCE TAJ31ZFOR TRANSFER OF UIWFORMLY
DISTRIBUTED LOAD TO ONE FIXED END JOINT
[n= 9; CL= ~; displacement
curve is parabola with apex at
movable end joint; R. = -O.5n2~
“oint
o
1
2
3
4-
5
6
7
8
9F
OF
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.3
R
-40.5
-82
-77
-72
-65
-56
-45
-32
-17
0
Col
o
40.5
40lo
38.5
36.0
32.5
28.0
22.5
16.0
8.5
C02 FF
40 --
38.5 --
36.0 --
32.5 --
28.0 --
22.5 --
16.0 I --
L8.5 --0 --0 9
.-
l
.
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Table 22
OVERMIANCE TABLE FOR TRKNmR
DI~ LOAD To h13VABm
OF uNnmMlx
END JOINT
WIIIKOTHER END JOINT FIXED
[n = 8; CL = n; displacement
cqrve is para%ola with apex at
m&a%le end joints RI = 12,
except ~ = O.5n2]
Joint
OF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
OF
G
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
l7
R
Y
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
32
(201
o
0
-0.5
-2.0
-4.5
-8.0
-12.5
-18.0
-24.5
C02
-0.5
l
-Q.0
-4.5
-8.0
-E*5
-18.0
-24.5
-32.0
0
m’
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
8
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OWXBALANCE TABLE
LOAD TO
Table23
FOR TRMWE’!EROX U!’U3?ORMLYDISTWBUTED
A MOVXBIElXIIERMEDLATdJOINP
WITH ONE END JOINT FIXED
[m = 6 (dtstance FF to mova%le end); n = &-(distance
FF to fixed end); CL = m + n; displacement curve
has two paralolic segments with apexes at end $oints$
~=ip when i * n.
~2 - m2
$%n=~ at _mova%leend;
Ri=n2-&+(n+m-i)2 when n<i<m+nJ
Joint or R Col C02 m
OF 0.5 0 0 -0.5 ----
1 1.0 1 0 -2.0 ----
2 1:0 4 -o.~ -4.5 ----
3 1.0 9 -2.0 -8.0 ----
4 1.0 16 -4.5 -2.5 10.0
5 1.0 5 -8.0 -2.0 ----
6 1.0 -4
-2.5 -5*5 ----
7 1.0 -11 2.0 8.0 ----
8 1.0 -~6 5.3 9.5 ----
9 1.0 -19 8.0 10.3 ----
10
.5 -10 995 0 ----
*
.—
.
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Talh 24
OVERBMX’WE TABLEFOR TRIUEXEBR01’I@lDUKU?ORMIX
DISTRIBUTEDOVERB4RI’OF SEQUEIWEADJOIIIT?IG
EIXEDEND JOINTTO THAT JOIT$T
[m = 3 (length of unloaded segment); n .6
(length of loaded segment)j CL = nj dis-
placement curve is horizontal line for
unloaded segment tangent to ysrabola for
loaded segment; at movable end R = -0.5n2;
over remainder of umloaded segment F F -n2;
over loaded segmnt Fi = -n2 + i2_l
Toint
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6F
OF I
---
---
---
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.5
R
-18
-35
-36
-36
-35
-32
-27
-20
-11
0
Col
o
18.0
18.0
18.0
18.0
17.5
16.0
13.5
10.0
5.5
C02
18.0
18.0
18.0
17.5
16.0
13.5
10.0
5*5
o
0
--
--
--
--
.-
--
--
--
--
6
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Table 25
CNER5ALANUE TABlllFOR MUTUAL IZQUIDATION OF TWO EQUAL
BUT OPPOSIT!ZFORCES WITH ONE FIXED END JOINT
Cn = 4 (distance%etween orig~nal
loads); CL = 1; &isplacemxrt
ourve is sloplng line between
original loada; R = 2i when
i~n; R1=2n wlien ian,
exaept R = n at ~~ble end ]
Tolnt– OF R Col C!02 m,
-3 -- - -- -- --
-2 -- - -- -- --
-1 -- - -- -- --
0 1 0 0 -1 --
1 -- 2 0 -2 --
2 .- 4 -1
-3 --
3 -- 6 -2 -4 --
4 -1 8
-3 -~ --
5 -- !3 -4 -b --
6 -- 4 -4 0 --
9
.= ._. _ ..Z
.
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Table 26
RELAI?IV3309XKMLANCE FACIWRS IKIRUUOADED SECTCIROF A SEQUENCE
[k
(1) I (2)
Joint I COl
o 0
1 O.goooo
2 1.00000
3 I 1.32222k 1.93826
0.90]
(3)
I
(4)
C02 IR
1 l 00000 I -1.00ooo
1.32222 I -2.22222
~.93826 I -2.93826
2.98502
I
~. 3072k
4.69511 I -6.63337
63
.
OVERRNMCl%-WK?l!OR
FOliCEM-~OFASX-CEWTFH UTEERmm A9SOMEDmED
[k = 0.90]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Joint m C02 m % % CL
AOamed (4)1-2 1- (3)f - (5)~ -2 (4)i/o.w 0.5 (5)~ 0.5- (3)i - (G)i
o 0.5 0 O.ymoo o 0 0
1 1.0 0 2.11111 -1.llrl.l -0.55575 1.0’5555
2 1.0 0.Wo 5.19135 -4.69135 -2.34568 2.34568
3 1.0 2.11111 10JQ521 -11.53632 -5.76816 4.15705
4 1.0 5.19135 18.97578 -~ .jG7’11 -lJ..58336. 6.&222
..- -------
--------
-------- ---..--- .------
, J l 1
Table 28
0VEK13ALANOE FAOIWRSFORUMIKRM DIHEZIBUJ!IOIiWITHOUl!NET!EEAKMIE
(1)
Joint
o
1
2
3
4
Cseqwnoe length, h bays; bxmsfer faolml?,0.93
(2)
%
o
-1.l.llu.
A .69135
-II,.53632
-II.X356
(3)
AR
3.61527
7.23055
7.23055
7.23W3
3.61528
(4)
R
3.61527
6.IM44
2.53920
-4.30577
-7,96828
(5)
Eco
4.75375
4.3$38
-.81615
6.02t?81
1.93760
sum -0.c@14
(6)
Net
o.%152
107E3%
1.72305
1.72304
&.03c68
CD
Cn
.— —
(1)
Joint
0
1
2
3
4
ml
AJL
J
Table 29
owmBALm FAclwRsm llKIWSMDIHl!KIB~IO~W A SRWLE l?lRWEAT
AN Em JmmwmEvmmusJtmm AssuMED -
(2)
%
3.61527
6.u944
2.53920
4.30577
-7.96828
(3)
R2
2.34567
3.*4
0,
-6.8449’7
*.23788
(4)
Zco
-1.6w
4. IJllo
1.46913
8.314W
3.08024
(5)
Net
0.7345!4
1.46914
1.WU
1.46912
-6.15764
6.8922U
o
6.89220
-.?5392
(6)
Rh
U. 38355
2Lc@Ml
18.47576
n, 63079
0
(7)
E(!O
-9.9252Q
-.8.73929
-15.15906
4.31409
+.23386
(8)
Net
1.65835
3.31671
3.31670
3.31670
+*23386
6.892za
1.59365
. J I l
CJa
m
I*
.
OVERBALANCEFAC!KRSFCEl
mm
.
Ln= 4; k = 0.903
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Joinii
L Zoo Net ‘fe Zco Net
o 4.35301 -0.81615 ~.@n6 o 4.73386 4.733%
1 1.81367 1.63243 3.44610 10.71g6g -6.202gg 4.31670
2 5,mo -1.63230 3.44610 -13.78442 +.46772 4.31670
3 1.81367 1.63243 3.44610 10.51969 -6.202$@ 4.31670
4 -4.35301 -.81613 Aj.16916 o 4.73386 4.73386
OL 6.89221 6.8922L
MKl o .870S0
Table 31
Comwl!mom m sEm!IIW HXll! OF APPLICATIONOr CO~ LOAD
[n=4; k=O.~1
!
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Joint % 7%1 % ~2 z(x) Wli
-o 3.61527 -2.75110 0.86417 -0.27776 0.%41
1 6.u944
-5.50220 .61724 .55560 1.17284
2 P,53920 0 -5.50220 -2.96300
-.!55553 -3.51853
3 4.30577 10.4B23 -5.50220 .61726 .35557 1.17283
4
-7.96828 11.!s3358 -2.Duo .86420
-.m .50543
E 22.008$1
IJL 1.72305 1.17284 1.17284
CL 6.89222 4.69137 4.69137
Y= 6.89222x && s 4.69136
.
, 4 . l
r &
T*IO 32
AT irorm!2 m LIQmRrIolT
OH~KMBER~BAYS
[TranaRw fnotor,0.90]
I
uRlmRMLY WRYnm ImTl
Row I* mrMlla 12= I*4 1=6 1=8
1 1 2 4 6 8
2 21/k 2.2222.2(1)1 4.44444 8.- 13.33333 ~7.77778
3 1$ I&k (5)1+ - (3)i+ 1.00oW 2.22222 3.93W5 6.529b6
4 Uurm (6)1- + (2)i4 - (4)&4 0 4.44444 18.76w 50.%972
5 2 R/k R~* ‘2.- (3)~ 2.22222 4.93826 8.75168 14.5oyM
6 WxUn 2.22222 (k)i o 9.87652 41.70@4 lU2.42148
7 kRi R2-tmm 0.90 (3)1 0.90000 2*OOooo 3.544J+3 5.87651
8 W&llm 0.90 (4)1 o 4.00ooo 16.E!&388 45.53074
9 ~4+R%+n
R-&m (3)i- (7)~4 1.00ooo 1.32222 1.93826 2.-3
10 WxYml (4)1- (a)i< + (I)i 2“- 8“W 20,76540 41.70086
u % -(~o)l/(9)~ -2.- -6.38656 -1o.71342 -13.97000
-.
.
Table 33
C!Cmul!mmN m REsIwmE AT Jmm 1 FUR IJ?JJIDffrICmaF ~Y VATKUC LO~
OH WDIWBI?R OF BAYS
[mUl@er f?ctor,0.90]
Row Item i=l 1=3 1=5 1=7
1 i 1 3 5 7
2 21/k 2.22222 (l)i 2.22222 6.66666 I.1.11.111 15.55556
3 Ri ~-tem (5)i4 - (3)14 1.00000 a3.22222 6.160k9 lc.46776
4 u-term (6)i< - (2)1- - (4)1A (1 %?.22222 11.60492 34.67760
5 2 Ri~ ~-t- 2.22222(3)i 2.22222 7.I.6049 13.68998 23.26169
6 H-term 2.22222 (4)1 o 4.93826 25.781371 77.06132
7 k Ri ~-- 0.90 (3)~ 0.- P.m 3*54444 9.42098
8 I&term O*W (4)~ o 2.00ooo 10.44443 31.209elt
9
-kijq+~+n
R1-~ (3)1- (7)i4 1.00ooo 2.32222 3.26049 4.92332
10 H%- (4)1- (8)i~ + (I)f l.oWXl 5.22222 14.60492 31.23317
11
‘1 -(lo)f/(9)~ -1.00M0 -2.24$81 4.47936 4.34392
n. /. .A. - .L
, “o
. .B J *
1Table 34
COMIWl?ATIOllMD VEWIUCNION OF RESISMNC!ESTOR HQUUMTION OF
UKUKRMLY VAIWllULOAD OVIR EIGEI!BAYS
[TWMrm factor,0.90;R, = -13.97W~
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Joint RI -13.9700 Net Eco Net
x
R@xzm w-term Rrierm RI force
o 0 0 0 0 6.28650 6.28630
2 l,cocoo o –13,97000 -13.97000 11.96999 4. coool
4 2.22222 4.44444 -31.04441
-26.59997 22.39994 -4.00003
6 3.93826 18.76%0 +5. 01749 -36.3209 30.8206 -6.oom3
ai 6.52946 50.~9T2 91. =656 ~0. 62684
8n -20.31342 16.31344 -3.999%
-4
1-
1)
int
1
3
5
7i
7n
tmmfMLY VARYING HMO OVER S!IVENBNS
,
[lmmafer factor,0.90; RI = -6.34392]
(2) (3) (4)
RI -6.34392
x
R1-temn *term R1-term
1.00000 0 ~. 3k392
3.22222 2.22222 -20.44151
6.16&9 11.60492 -39.08166
10.4.67?5 34.67760 -66.49663
r *1 ;
(5)
Net
%
-6.34392
-18.21929
-27’.47674
-31’.7E9O3
-15.86y51
b
(6)
Zo
5.3k3$12
15.21929
22.47674
12.36453
(7)
Net
fcrce
-1. Ci)ooo
-3.00000
+.00000
-3 .49$&8
2!
z
o
.
1b
(1)
3oint
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
(2)
Orlglnd
%
o
-1.13637
4.85539
-12.17’136
-25.07955
~7.10@2
-8$.23971
-146.62643
+1. 27530
~26.72722
-720.83318
(3)
ECO
O.mo
2.13637
y.85M
13.17137
26.07958
48.10047
85.23981
147.62660
252.ml
427.72773
721.83MYj
[Tranufar factor, 0.88]
(4)
Rrrar
o
0
lxlti
1
3
5
10
17
31
51
87
(5)
Acol
o
0
-1
-3
-9
-22
+1
-ill
G32
467
-916
(6)
AC02
o
0
0
0
-1
3
+
e
--51
-U.
-232
(7)
q
o
0
0
2
7
m
50
U6
252
527
1o61
(8)
Corluoted
Ri
o
-1.13637
4.85539
+12.17134
+%07~8
47.10022
-84.23921
-146.62527
-251.27278
-426.72195
-720.82257
(9)
Zco
O.ylooo
2.13637
5.85539
13.17134
26.07949
48.10022
85.23922
147.62528
e2.27258
427.72L95
721.82257
(lo)
o
0
0
0
Ixlc@
o
1
1
0
0
0
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t I I I I I I
Joint o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
original force O 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
Final force 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Figure l.- Diagram showing points O to 8. Force to be
transferred to Joints O and 8 located at Joint 7. ~
Joint o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Original force O 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
Final force 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Col
C@
R
o
Figure 2.- Overlale.nce diagram
ends of sequence. Thnsf er
l
R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 O
.
for transfer of single force to
factor of unity.
‘- -
t i I I I I I
Joint o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Original force O 0 0 0 0 %0 o 0
Final force 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Col o 0 3 6 9 ~ 15 10 5
R o -6 -12 –18 -4 –30 40 -10 0
A
Figure 3.- Over’baknce diagram for transfer of si@e force to ends of
—
sequence. Transfer.-factor of unity. Specfal case of general feudl.y
of transfer patterns in which a characteristic load of m + n pounds
imposed at #ofnt n of a sequence of m +-n. bays is transferred to
end joints O and m + n. m=~;n=s. .=---- --
-“ - ““”-””
El”
z,
4 I I I I 1 1 I f
Joint o 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8
Orighal foroe O 0 0 0 CL o 0 0 0
Final. foroe 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
center of sequence to fixed end Joints. Trmf& factor other
than nni*.
NACA TN No. 14-57
8“
r
r
60 pounti 60 pounds
Figure 7. - Sohematfc drawinR of on-half
—
the flat pemi.
-
l
.
NACA TN No. 1457 77
46.8
T= 1.00
-101.6
(-50.8)
46.8
(46.8)
2.0
4.0
(2.0)
2.0
(2.0)
Figure 6. – OperatIons diagrsm for stringer
-AEJ-N. Uhit blook displacement of stringer
develops resistance of -8.0 at each inter-
mediate joint. k = 0.921.
~
*
78
L2.0(2.0)
ID51.2(51.2)
Figure 7. - Operations diagr= f’orstringer
BFKO. Unit block displacement of stringer
develops resistance of ~.O at each inte=
mediate $oint. k = 0.928.
.
l
NAC!A TN NO.
Joint
Clclginalforce
Final force
Col
1457 79
I
I 1 I [
o 1 2 3 4
0 0 0 0 w
o 0 0 0 0
0
-% --~R1 % -$R3
-2
Figure 8.- Overhalance diagram for headed sector of a sequence.
~
I I I t I I I
i
Joint 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Original force O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CL
Final force *111~~~ ~~
2
Figure 9.– Overbalance diagrem for uniform distribution of single
force at one end of a sequence. Other end fixed.
80 NACA TN No. 1457
Joint -4 -2 0 2 4 6 n-4 *2 n
original%rce -4 -2 0 2 4 6 m4– -2 n/2
Final force o 0 0
Col +6 %4 i2 Q -i% -i4 -k -L -k2
C02 5 2 0 %% ’54 ‘%6 ‘$8 “-%%2 ‘k ~ 0
R -R4 -R2 o % R4 R6 ~ %2 %
Figure 10.- Overbahnoe diagrem for liquidationof uniformly varying load.
Even number &baya.
~
Joint- –3 -1””1. 3 5 A“m4” I’F2
Originalforce -3 -1 1 3 5 & ‘-Ph n-2
Final force o 0 0 0 0
.—
0 0 - “o
Col
C02
R -R3 -R=
Figure IL.– (lverbdanoe
Odd.number of bays.
El R3 R>
dla.gramfor liquidationof
%5 “-%4” %-2
unlfOrl&Varyingload.
—
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n/2
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